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SALT LAKE CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT 
 
DATE:   May 13, 2010 
 
SUBJECT: Petition PLNPCM2009-00902 Utility Box City Code Amendments 

A request to modify Chapter 21A.40.160, Utility Box Regulations 
of the Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance 

 
AFFECTED COUNCIL DISTRICTS: Citywide 
 
STAFF REPORT BY:   Nick Tarbet  
 
ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.  Community Development Department, Planning Division 
AND CONTACT PERSON:  Ray Milliner, Principal Planner 
 
 

 

POTENTIAL MOTIONS:    
1. [“I move that the Council”]  Adopt an ordinance amending Chapter 21A.62 - Definitions and Chapter 

21A.40.160 - Accessory Uses, Buildings and Structures: Ground Mounted Utility Boxes, of the Salt Lake 
City Code. 
 

2 [“I move that the Council”] Not Adopt an ordinance amending Chapter 21A.62 - Definitions and Chapter 
21A.40.160 - Accessory Uses, Buildings and Structures: Ground Mounted Utility Boxes, of the Salt Lake 
City Code  
 

3 [“I move that the Council”] Adopt an ordinance amending Chapter 21A.62 - Definitions and Chapter 
21A.40.160 - Accessory Uses, Buildings and Structures: Ground Mounted Utility Boxes, of the Salt Lake 
City Code, and require that Utility Companies provide all new utility boxes with applicable contact 
information for graffiti removal, and clarify that the Utility Company is responsible for removal of  the 
graffiti. 
 
 

NEW INFORMATION: 
 
During the April 27 briefing, the question was raised whether Utility Companies could place a phone number 
on the boxes which the public could use to call and report graffiti.  The Representative from Rocky Mountain 
Power indicated they could put a sticker with contact information on all new boxes.  A motion has been 
prepared for the Council’s consideration that would require all new utility boxes have applicable contact 
information for graffiti removal, for which the Utility Company is responsible. 
 
 

 
The following information was provided previously for the Council Work Session on April 27, 2010.  It is 
provided again for background purposes.  
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KEY ELEMENTS: 
 
A. In July of 2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 21A.40.160, redefining the regulations 

for the placement of a ground mounted utility box on both private and public property.  These regulations 
included design criteria and requirements for processing them.  As part of the approval, the Council 
requested that Planning Staff further refine the regulations, and return with suggested improvements as a 
second phase.   
 

B. An ordinance has been prepared for Council consideration to redefine the zoning regulations for 
placement of ground mounted utility boxes on both private and public property. 
1. The ordinance places all review of utility boxes under the jurisdiction of the Planning Commission.   

a. Currently, utility boxes can be reviewed as a routine and uncontested matter (boxes under a 
defined size), or a conditional use (boxes over a defined size), thereby placing certain boxes 
under the jurisdiction of the Board of Adjustment (routine and uncontested matters) and others 
under the jurisdiction of the Planning Commission (conditional uses).   

b. The proposed ordinance would allow all boxes as a permitted use, regardless of size and zoning 
district, if they are located in a given area (see item 3a. below). 

c. The proposed ordinance eliminates the requirement that applicants obtain signatures from 
adjacent property owners as part of the routine and uncontested matter process.  

d. Utility boxes in the public way will still go through the conditional use process (see item 3b. 
below). 

e. When a box is processed as a conditional use (for example, a box in the public way), the public 
will still receive notice - all conditional uses require notice of adjacent property owners within 
300 feet of the use location.   
 

2. Definition; "Ground mounted utility boxes" shall mean such facilities, including pedestals, boxes, 
vaults, cabinets, meters or other ground mounted facilities and associated equipment used for the 
transmission or operation of underground public utilities.  
  

3. Planning staff recommends utility boxes be processed through two methods: Allowed and 
Conditional Use. 

 
a. Allowed - The following uses are proposed to be permitted: 

i. Subterranean utility boxes located entirely on private property.   
ii. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
iii. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer located behind 

minimum setback or within 5 feet of a building. 
iv. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or with 

permission of Salt Lake City Corporation.  
v. Ground mounted utility boxes located within the front-line public utility easement or on 

private property within a private easement that is mutually acceptable to both the property 
owner and the utility.  The equipment shall not be located within 2 feet of the sidewalk. 
 

b. Conditional Use - All utility boxes not allowed as permitted uses would be reviewed as an 
administrative conditional use (primarily those in the front yard without an easement, or in the 
public right-of-way without an easement) subject to the following criteria:  
i. Location:  Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and environmental 

impacts on the surrounding properties.  
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ii. Spacing: Utility boxes shall be spaced in such a manner as to limit the visual and 
environmental impact of the boxes on neighboring properties.  The Planning Director may 
limit the number of boxes allowed on a specific site to meet this standard.  

iii. Setbacks:  The Planning Director may modify the setback of the utility box to reduce the 
visual and environmental impact of the box when viewed from the street or an adjacent 
property.  The setback variation will be a function of the site constraints, the size of the 
proposed box and the setbacks of adjacent properties and structures.   

iv. Screening:  To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened from view of 
adjacent properties and City rights-of-way.  Utility boxes and their associated screening shall 
be integral to the design of the primary building on site and address crime prevention 
through environmental design (CPTED) principles by maintaining solid or opaque screening 
materials.  

v. Design:  Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian orientation of the 
area where it is located. 

vi. View:  The location shall not block views within sight distance triangles of sidewalks, 
driveways and intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular circulation on the site. 

vii. Certificate of Appropriateness:  Any ground mounted utility box located within an area 
subject to section 21A.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay District," of this title shall 
require certificate of appropriateness review and approval with respect to location and 
screening-materials. 
 

C. The public process included review by the Zoning Amendment Project task force on August 10, 2009.  
The project was reviewed at an open house on July 16, 2009.  No public comments were received.   
 
1. The Planning Commission held a public hearing on October 28, 2009 and again on November 18, 

2009.   During the October hearing the Planning Commission asked staff to further investigate the 
following: 
a. To prevent a residential lot from being purchased to be used for utility equipment, should 

language limiting the size of boxes allowed on each property be created?   
b. Should language be created that requires boxes to be spaced so as to limit clustering in a certain 

area? 
 
Staff recommended against putting a size regulation because the definition of a utility box was 
sufficiently different from that of a substation.  They also recommended against limiting the number 
of boxes which could be placed together because there could be instances where it would be 
preferred for the boxes to be clustered to lessen the impact to the surrounding area. 
 

2. The Commission passed a motion to forward a positive recommendation to the City Council.  The 
vote was unanimous.   
 

3. Public concerns which were brought up include: nuisance issues created by the utility boxes such as 
graffiti, litter being left behind by maintenance crews and vehicle idling.  Many are concerned that 
the streamlining of the process will remove the ability for the public to comment and recommend 
other possible locations which might better suit the neighborhood. Some are concerned about 
potential property value reduction, while others would like the City to encourage the utility 
companies to find better ways to screen the boxes or to underground the boxes entirely. 
 

4. The Planning staff report provides findings for the Zoning Ordinance Section 21A.50.050 - 
Standards for General Amendments. The standards were evaluated in the Planning staff report and 
considered by the Planning Commission.  (Discussion and findings for the standards are found on 
pages 5-6 of the Planning staff report.) 
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D. Staff investigated the possibility of leaving the size designations of boxes in the definition proposed for 

these structures.  However, they found that the creation of a size limitation on boxes would not be an 
effective mitigation tool, therefore, they are recommending that the size of the box not be a contributing 
factor of review for the following reasons: 

a. Extremely large utility structures such as a substation or maintenance structure are defined in the 
Zoning Ordinance as Public/Private Utility Buildings and Structures, and are subject to a 
separate review.  

b. Many of the larger boxes are located in the industrial zones; an area that does not necessitate as 
much review as residential areas.  

c. Most boxes proposed in residential areas are of a similar size and shape, as the industry has a 
standard box that is used throughout the neighborhoods.  Therefore, most boxes would either be 
permitted or conditional depending on the size determined. If they are in the public way, they 
will be processed as an Administrative Conditional Use and will go through a process that 
includes public notification.  These decisions can also then be appealed to the Planning 
Commission. 
 

E.  Planning staff was asked to research regulations of other cities.  
1. Ogden: No regulation 
2. Provo: No regulation 
3. Sandy: Boxes must be 5 feet from front property line 
4. Park City: No regulation 
5. Murray: No regulation 
6. Cottonwood Heights: No regulation 
 

 

MATTERS AT ISSUE /POTENTIAL QUESTIONS FOR THE 

ADMINISTRATION: 
 
A. The Council may wish to request the Administration further explore establishing specific criteria or 

conditions for utility boxes allowed as a permitted use, similar to what has been established for a 
conditional use.  Under the current proposal, if a utility and property owner come to an agreement and 
locate a utility box in that owner’s front yard, there is no process for notification, screening, mitigation, 
etc, even though that box has the potential to negatively impact surrounding property owners (for 
example - views from adjacent front yards), as well as the overall streetscape. 
 

B. In order to mitigate the impact utility boxes have on neighborhoods, the Council may wish to consider 
adding a provision that the location of utility boxes be identified through the site plan review process, so 
that location of utilities can be identified at the beginning phases of design, and not after the project is 
constructed. 

 
1. Site plan review is required prior to issuance of building permits and other city approval processes.  

The current zoning regulations outline the process and criteria for site plan review.  Chapter 21A.58 
– Site Plan Review Purpose Statement notes the intent of these site plan review regulations is to 
promote the safe and efficient use of land, to contribute to an orderly and harmonious appearance in 
the city and to further enhance the value of property. This process is intended to supplement the 
review and administrative procedures which are carried out under this title or other city ordinances 
and regulations. The site plan review process is intended to help ensure that newly developed 
properties and redeveloped properties are compatible with adjacent development and that traffic, 
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public safety, overcrowding, and environmental problems are minimized to the greatest extent 
possible. More specifically, the purpose of the site plan review process is to provide for a review of: 
a. A project's compatibility with its environment and with other land uses and buildings existing in 

the surrounding area; 
b. The quantity, quality, utility, size and type of a project's required open space and proposed 

landscaping improvements; 
c. The ability of a project's traffic circulation system to provide for the convenient and safe internal 

and external movement of vehicles and pedestrians; 
d. The quantity, quality, utility and type of a project's required community facilities; and 
e. The location and adequacy of a project's provision for drainage and utilities. (Ord. 26-95 § 2(29-

1), 1995) 

MASTER PLAN AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: 
 
A. The Administration’s paperwork notes the following relating to City policies and Master Plans. While 

no adopted master plans for Salt Lake City specifically refer to ground mounted utility installations, 
some of them, such as the Capitol Hill Master Plan and the Central Community Master Plan, call for 
well-maintained and adequate public utilities, buildings and facilities that are compatible with the 
surrounding area.  In residential and other potentially high-impact districts, the proposed text 
amendment ensures that all high impact utility boxes are reviewed for their compatibility and impact on 
the surrounding area.  Building permits would still be required for all installations, regardless of size of 
district. 

 
B. The City’s Strategic Plan and the Futures Commission Report express concepts such as maintaining a 

prominent sustainable city, ensuring the City is designed to the highest aesthetic standards and is 
pedestrian friendly, convenient, and inviting, but not at the expense of minimizing environmental 
stewardship or neighborhood vitality.  The Plans emphasize placing a high priority on maintaining and 
developing new affordable residential housing in attractive, friendly, safe environments and creating 
attractive conditions for business expansion including retention and attraction of large and small 
businesses. 

 
C. The Council’s growth policy notes that growth in Salt Lake City will be deemed the most desirable if it 

meets the following criteria: 
1. Is aesthetically pleasing; 
2. Contributes to a livable community environment; 
3. Yields no negative net fiscal impact unless an overriding public purpose is served; and 
4. Forestalls negative impacts associated with inactivity. 

 
D. The City’s 1990 Urban Design Element includes statements that emphasize preserving the City’s image, 

neighborhood character and maintaining livability while being sensitive to social and economic realities.  
Policy concepts include: 

1. Allow individual districts to develop in response to their unique characteristics within the overall 
urban design scheme for the city. 

2. Ensure that land uses make a positive contribution to neighborhood improvement and stability. 
3. Ensure that building restoration and new construction enhance district character. 
4. Require private development efforts to be compatible with urban design policies of the city 

regardless of whether city financial assistance is provided. 
5. Treat building height, scale and character as significant features of a district’s image. 
6. Ensure that features of building design such as color, detail, materials and scale are responsive to 

district character, neighboring buildings, and the pedestrian. 
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E. The City’s Comprehensive Housing Plan policy statements address a variety of housing issues including 
quality design, architectural designs compatible with neighborhoods, public and neighborhood 
participation and interaction, accommodating different types and intensities of residential developments, 
transit-oriented development, encouraging mixed-income and mixed-use developments, housing 
preservation, rehabilitation and replacement, zoning policies and programs that preserve housing 
opportunities as well as business opportunities. 
 

F. The City’s Transportation Master Plan includes general policy statements summarized below: 
1. Focus on ways to transport people, not on moving vehicles at the expense of neighborhoods. 
2. Support transportation decisions that increase the quality of life, not necessarily the quantity of 

development. 
3. Support the creation of linkages (provisions and incentives) to foster appropriate growth in currently 

defined growth centers. 
4. Support public/private partnerships in which all who benefit from capital improvements participate 

in funding those improvements. 
5. Consider impacts on neighborhoods on an equal basis with impacts on transportation systems. 
6. Give all neighborhoods equal consideration in transportation decisions. 

 
 
CHRONOLOGY: 
 

The Administration’s transmittal provides a chronology of events relating to the proposed rezoning and 
master plan amendments.  Key dates are listed below.  Please refer to the Administration’s chronology for 
details. 

 
July 16, 2009 Petition reviewed at Public Open House. 
 
August 10, 2009 Petition reviewed at “ZAP” task force meeting.  
 
October 14, 2009 Planning Commission hearing notice was published in the paper and notices were 

mailed to adjacent property owners.   
 
October 28, 2009 Planning Commission held public hearing, provided staff direction.  
 
November 18, 2009 Planning Commission held public hearing and voted unanimously to forward a 

positive recommendation to the City Council. 
 
December 9, 2009 Planning Commission ratified minutes for November 18, 2009 meeting. 
 
December 9, 2009 Staff requests ordinance from City Attorney’s office.  
 
December 17, 2009 Staff received draft of proposed ordinance from City Attorney’s Office. 
 
March 18, 2010 Transmittal received in Council Office. 

 
 
 
cc: David Everitt, Karen Hale, Holly Hilton, Bianca Shreeve, Ed Rutan, Lynn Pace, Paul Nielson, Jeff 

Niermeyer, Tom Ward, Rick Graham, Frank Gray, Mary De La Mare-Schafer, Wilf Sommerkorn, 
Pat Comarell, Cheri Coffey, Joel Paterson, Ray Milliner, Tim Harpst, Kevin Young, Craig 
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Spangenberg, Randy Isbell, Lex Traughber, Orion Goff, Les Koch, Larry Butcher, City Council 
Liaisons, Mayor Liaisons. 
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RECOMMENDATION: That the City Council hold a briefing and schedule a Public 
Hearing 

DOCUMENT TYPE: OrdinaIlce 

BUDGET IMPACT: None 

DISCUSSION 

Issue Origin 

In July of2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 21AA0.160, redefining the 
regulations for the placement of a ground mounted utility box on both private and public 
property_ These regulations included design criteria and requirements for processing them. As 
paIi of the approval, the Council directed staff to fmiher refine the regulations, and return with 
suggested improvements as a second phase_ 

Analysis 

There are a nmnber of significant changes proposed in this chapter, as well as general fine tuning 
designed to clarify language and facilitate understanding and application of the regulations. 
Below is a summary of the changes proposed, with a brief analysis of the rationale for the 
atnendment. 
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Chief among the proposed changes is the placement of the process under the jurisdiction of the 
Planning Commission. CUlTently utility boxes can be reviewed as a routine and uncontested 
matter, or a conditional use, thereby placing certain boxes under the jurisdiction of the Board of 
Adjustment (routine and uncontested matters) and others under the jurisdiction of the Planning 
Commission (conditional uses). The proposed amendments will place all review of utility boxes 
tmder the jurisdiction of the Planning Commission. This eliminates the requirement that 
applicants receive signatures from adjacent propelty owners as part of a routine and uncontested 
matter. Nonetheless, the public will still receive notice as all conditional uses require notice of 
adjacent property owners within 300 feet of the use location. 

The Planning Commission modified the language , that defines ground mounted utility boxes. 
Language includes: 

A. Definition; "Ground mounted utility boxes" shall mean such facilities, including 
pedestals, boxes, vaults, cabinets, meters or other ground mounted facilities and associated 
equipment used for the transmission or operation of underground public utilities. 

The Commission investigated the possibility of leaving the size designations of boxes in the 
definition proposed for these structures. Nevertheless, the Commission is recommending that the 
size of the box not be a contributing factor of review for the following reasons: 

1. Extremely large utility structures such as a substation or maintenance structure are 
defined in the Zoning Ordinance as Public/Private Utility Buildings and Structures, and 
are subject to a separate review. 

2. Many of the larger boxes are located in the industrial zones; an area that does not 
necessitate as much review as residential areas. 

3. Most boxes proposed in residential areas are of a similar size and shape, as the industry 
has a standard box that is used throughout the neighborhoods. Therefore, most boxes 
would either be permitted or conditional depending on the size determined. 

As a result, staff finds that the creation of a size limitation on boxes would not be an effective 
mitigation tool in the review of utility boxes. 

Allowed 

There are certain situations where the requirement that a utility box be processed as a conditional 
use is cumbersome and contrary to the plU-pose of the goal of the ordinance, which is to mitigate 
the visual, environmental and physical impacts of the boxes on neighboring residents. To 
eliminate this issue, the Planning Commission is proposing to feature the following uses as 
permitted, meaning they would only need to receive a building permit as required by the 
International Building Code: 

1. Subten·anean utility boxes located entirely on private property. 
2. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
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3. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer located 
behind minimum setback or within S feet of a building. 

4. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or with 
permission of Salt Lake City Corporation. 

S. Ground mounted utility boxes located within the front-line public utility easement or on 
private property within a private easement that is mutually acceptable to both the 
propeliy owner and the utility. The equipment shall not be located within 2 feet of the 
sidewalk. 

The rationale for recommending that boxes meeting the above criteria be listed as permitted uses 
is based on the following: 

• The general purpose of this regulation is to mitigate the visual impact of the boxes on 
sUlTounding neighborhood. The visual impacts of subtelTanean boxes and boxes located 
within an enclosed building have been eliminated by viliue of their being enclosed. 

• Boxes located within the buildable area should be allowed no differently than any other 
type of mechanical equipment such as an air conditioner or heating unit. 

• Location options for a public necessity, such as a traffic control box, are limited and 
many times the health, safety and welfare need for the box outweighs the visual impacts. 

• Ground mounted equipment used for transmission or distribution generally is associated 
with the undergrounding of power lines and cables. Above ground power lines are an 
allowed use in the City (State Law requires it). If a person or entity would like to place 
power lines below ground one must do so at one's own cost. As a result, the requirement 
that a box receive a conditional use approval increases the time necessary and the cost of 
undergrounding utilities, and encourages applicants to simply leave the utilities above 
ground. Generally, the visual impact of the above ground power lines is greater than that 
of the transmission boxes. 

Conditional Use 

All utility boxes not featured as permitted uses would then be reviewed as an administrative 
conditional use (primarily those in the front yard without an easement, or in the public right-of
way without an easement). In response to the Commission concern that many boxes would be 
clustered and become unsightly, staff has proposed a new standard limiting the visual and 
environmental impact of the boxes. No specific spacing requirement is provided, as there may 
be situations when the clustering of a number of boxes is appropriate. Staff is recommending the 
criteria featured below: 

1. Location: Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and 
environmental impacts on the sUlTounding properties. 

2. Spacing: Utility boxes shall be spaced in such a manner as to limit the visual and 
environmental impact of the boxes on neighboring properties. The Plmming Director 
may limit the number of boxes allowed on a specific site to meet this standard. 

3. Setbacks: The Planning Director may modify the setback of the utility box to reduce the 
visual mld environmental impact of the box when viewed from the street or an adjacent 
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propeliy. The setback variation will be a function of the site constraints, the size of the 
proposed box and the setbacks of adjacent properties and structures. 

4. Screening: To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened from view of 
adjacent properties and City rights-of-way. Utility boxes and their associated screening 
shall be integral to the design of the primary building on site and address crime 
prevention through enviromnental design (CPTED) principles by maintaining solid or 
opaque screening materials. 

5. Design: Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian orientation of 
the area where it is located. 

6. View: The location shall not block views within sight distance triangles of sidewalks, 
driveways and intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular circulation on the site. 

7. Certificate of Appropriateness: Any groUl~d mounted utility box located within an area 
subject to section 21A.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay District," of this title 
shall require certificate of appropriateness review and approval with respect to location 
and screening materials. 

Applications requiring a conditional use may include (but are not limited to) placement of a box 
in the front yard setback of a private lot, or a box in the public right-of-way with no easement. 

Master Plan Considerations 

While no adopted master plans for Salt Lake City specifically refer to ground mounted utility 
installations, some of them, such as the Capitol Hill Master Plan and the Central Community 
Master Plan, call for well-maintained and adequate public utilities, buildings and facilities that 
are compatible with the sUlTounding area. In residential and other potentially high-impact 
districts, the proposed text amendment ensures that all high impact utility boxes are reviewed for 
their compatibility and impact on the surrounding area. Building permits would still be required 
for all installations, regardless of size of district. 

PUBLIC PROCESS: 

This application was reviewed by the Zoning Amendment Project task force on August 10, 2009. 
Summary notes are attached as exhibit B. 

The project was also reviewed at an open house on July 16, 2009. No public comments were 
received. 

Staff has also met a number of times with representatives from Rocky Mountain Power, and 
Qwest Corporation (the two entities impacted the most by these regulations). They have 
provided technical input regarding the manner in which the boxes are installed and the locations 
necessary to effectively provide the service. 

Staff has received comments from members of the Sugar House COlmnunity Council, who have 
expressed concerns regarding the maintenance and upkeep of the boxes after they have been 
installed. They specifically state that they have had significant impacts from maintenance 
vehicles, graffiti and a general lack of maintenance of the boxes (letter included as exhibit C). 
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The Plalming Commission held a public hearing on October 28, 2009 and again on November 
18.2009. The Commission passed a motion to forward a pos itive recommendation to the City 
Council. The vote was unanimous. 

RELEVANT ORDINANCES: 

Amendments to the Zoning Ordinance and Maps are authorized under Section 2 I A.SO of the Salt 
Lake City Zoning Ordinance, as detailed in Section 2 IA.SO.OSO: "A decision to amend the text 
of this title or the zoning map by general amendment is a matter committed to the legislative 
discretion of the City Council and is not controlled by anyone standard." It does, however, list 
five standards, which should be analyzed prior to rezoning property (Section 21A.SO.OSO A-E). 
The fi ve standards are discussed in detai l starting on page S of the November 18. 2009 Planning 
Commission Staff Report (see Attachment S.B.). 
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1. Chronology 



PROJECT CHRONOLOGY 
Petition #PLNPCM2009-00902 

July 16, 2009 Petition reviewed at Public Open House. 

August 10, 2009 Petition reviewed at "ZAP" task force meeting. 

October 14, 2009 Planning Commission hearing notice was published in the paper 
and notices were mailed to adjacent property owners. 

October 28, 2009 Planning Commission held public hearing, provided staff direction. 

November 18, 2009 Planning Commission held public hearing and voted unanimously 
to forward a positive recommendation to the City Council. 

December 9, 2009 Planning Commission ratified minutes for November 18,2009 
meeting. 

December 9,2009 Staff requests ordinance from City Attorney's office. 

December 17,2009 Staff received draft of proposed ordinance from City Attorney's 
Office. 



2. Ordinance 



SALT LAKE CITY ORDINANCE 
No. of2010 

(An ordinance amending section 21 A.40.160 of the 
Salt Lake City Code concerning ground-mounted utility boxes) 

An ordinance amending section 21 A.40.160 (Zoning: Accessory Uses, Buildings and 

Structures: Ground Mounted Utility Boxes) of the Salt Lake City Code pursuant to Petition No. 

PLNPCM2009-00902. 

WHEREAS, the Salt Lake City Planning Commission ("Planning Commission") held a 

public hearing on November 18, 2009 to consider a request made by the Salt Lake City Council 

("City Council") (petition no. PLNPCM2009-00902) to amend section 21A.40.160 of the Salt 

Lake City Code to revise regulations regarding ground-mounted utility boxes; and 

WHEREAS, at its November 18, 2009 hearing, the Planning Commission voted to 

transmit a positive recommendation to the Salt Lake City Council ("City Council") on said 

application; and 

WHEREAS, after a public hearing on this matter the City Council has determined that 

the following ordinance is in the City'S best interests, 

NOW, THEREFORE, be it ordained by the City Council of Salt Lake City, Utah: 

SECTION 1. Amending text of Salt Lake City Code section 2IA.40.160. That section 

2lA.40.160 of the Salt Lake City Code (Zoning: Accessory Uses, Buildings and Structures: 

Ground Mounted Utility Boxes), shall be, and hereby is, amended to read as follows: 

21A.40.160: GROUND MOUNTED UTILITY BOXES: 

A. Compliance With Regulations Required; elEsejltisn: All ground mounted utility boxes 
shall be subject to the following regulations unless exempted within section 21A.02.050, 
"Applicability", of this title or where limited by other provisions ofthis title. 



B. Definition; DimeRsieRs; Distrist ReEilliremeRts: "Ground mounted utility boxes" shall 
mean such facilities, including pedestals, boxes, vaults, cabinets, meters or other ground 
mounted facilities and associated equipment sllsh as eeRe!eRsiRg IlRits aRe! geReraters that 
e!irestly serve the preperty er Ie sal area iR whish the faeility is plaeee!, that are Ret 
primarily fer traRsmissieR er e!istrielltieR te ether lesatieRs, er etherwise are eHstemarily 
feHRe! iR sHsh areas used for the transmission or operation of underground public utilities. 

I. GreHRe! mellRtee! Htility eelleS are separatee! iRte three (3) tiers: small, mee!iHffi aRe! 
larg-e;-

a. Small greWle! meHRtee! Htility ee)(eS are less thaR fifteeR (15) sHeie feet iR velHffie 
with a limit efferty eight iRehes (48") iR heigl!!. 

a. Mee!iHffi greWle! meWltee! Htility aelles are eElHal te er greater thaR fifteeR (1 S) 
ellais feet iR veillme aRe! eElHal te er less thaR ferty (40) ellaie feet iR velHffie with 

a limit ef si l[ty iRshes (eO") iR height. 

e. Large greWle! meHRlee!lltility a8JleS el[Seee! ferty (40) sHaie feet iR velHffie with a 
limit ef seveRty twe iRshes (72 ") iR Heigl!!. 

2. Resie!eRtial e!istrists aRe! Reigfiaemeea semrnersial (0)1), miJlee! Hse (MU), meaile 
heme park (MH), aRe! speR spaee (OS) e!istrists are sulljeet te the fellewing 
re Ellli rem ents : 

a. Small greWle! meuRtee! utility aelles shall ee eensie!eree! relltiRe aRe! HRseRtestee! 
matters as eHtliRee! iR shapter 21A.14 efthis title, sHlljeet te the fellewiRg 
staRe!are!s: 

(1) Sereen StaRe!are!s: The intent efthese ssreening staRe!are!s is te miRimize 
negative visual impaets while taldRg iRte eeRsie!eratieR maiRtenanee, aeeess, 
aRe! flualis safety. 

(A) SereeRiRg materials are te ae previe!ee! in a manner that minimizes the 
visHal iffifJaet ef the Il!ility installatien all! alse ae!e!resses srime preveRtieR 
tflreHgh elTvirellffieRtal e!esign (GPTBD) prinsiples ef maiRtainiRg views ef 
the slllljeet area frem poolie leeatiens sueh as sie!ev,'alks aRe! streets. 

(B) Selie! er epaElHe sereening materials are permittee! ';,'heR part ef aR eldsting 
e!esigR elemeRt ef the site. 

(2) Lesatien StaRe!are!s: 

(A) Lesatien e!ees Ret alesk views withiR sigl!! e!istaRee aRgles ef sie!ewalks, 
e!riveways aRe! iRterseetiens. 
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(B) Laeatee ta millimize elaskillg views [ram aile afthe J3rilleiJ3al stftlstHre(s). 

(3) Sigllahlres Re'llliree: The zallillg aemillistratar shall re'lllire the sigllat\lfes af 
all aellttillg J3raperty a'Nllers, illeilleillg praperty a'.¥fIers asrass the street, ill 
the reglliar J3rasess fer eallsieerillg ally ralltille aRe \lI1eafltestee matters 
FelatiFlg t8 sffiall gf8HftB ffl8Hfttea atili1:y 8SJEes. 

(4) Ca_llllity Callfleil l'latifieatiall: The affestee sa_llllity ea\ll1eil vrillee 
Ilatifiee af the re'lllest aile sf the aemillistrative Hearillg, if epplieallie. 

e. Meeillm ar lar ge grallfle malllltee Iltility llslfes shalllle J3rseessee as ealleitiallal 
Ilses slllljeet ta ehepter 21A.34 sfthis title. 

3. ea_ereial, eavfflts'.¥fI, mallllfaetllfillg, gate'Na)' aile speeial J3IlFJ3sse eistriets ather 
thall thsse listee ill slleseetiall B2 afthis seetiall shallee slllljeet ta the fellawillg 
FeE):HiFeFfleftts: 

a. Small gralllle malllltee Iltilit)' eSlfes shalllle eSllsieeree permittee Ilses. 

e. Meeillm ar large gralllle mSllfltee Iltility ealfes 'NHelllaeatee all J3rivate pF8perty ill 
ea_ereial, esvffltswfl, gatewa·y, mallllfaehirillg, aile same sJ3eeial pllFflsse eistriets 
(all elfeept Ilahiral spell spaee, milfee Ilse, maeile Hame park, aile apell spaee 
eistriets) shallee eallsieeree rSlltifle aRe Ilfleafltestee matters as alltlillee ill ehepter 
21 .... 14 sf this title, aile shalille slllljeet ta the sefeelliflg, laeatisll, aRe aemillistrative 
re~'iew stalleares sf slleseetialls B2a(l) tHF8llgh B2a(3) afthis seetisll. 

4. All gralllle mallf!tee Iltility eSlfes Ilst slllljeet ts slleseetialls BI, B2 aile B3 sf this 
seetisll shallee praeessee as eSlleitiallal Ilses slllljeet ta eHaJ3ter 21"'.34 sf this title. 

3. III aeeitiafl ta slleseetisfls B2a aile B3 afthis seetiall, all)' gfallfle mSllfltee Iltility ealf 
laeatee wilmll all area slllljeet ta seetisIl2IA.34.020, "H Hislsfie Preservatiall 
Overl8J' Distriet", af this title shall re'lllire eertifieate af eppfspriatelless review aile 
epPfS, .. al with respeet ta laeatiall aile sereellillg. 

C. Allowed Use: Ground mounted utility boxes proposed as follows, shall be allowed in all 
zoning districts. 

1. Subterranean utility boxes located entirely on private property. 
2. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
3. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer located 

behind minimum setback or within S feet of a building. 
4. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or with 

permission of Salt Lake City Corporation. 
S. Ground mounted utility boxes located within the front-line public utility easement or 

on private property within a private easement which is mutually acceptable to both 
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the property owner and the utility. The equipment shall not be located within 2 feet 
of the sidewalk. 

D. Conditional Use: Conditional use review is required for all ground mounted utility boxes 
not specifically addressed in sections D of this chapter. Applications shall be reviewed 
administratively by the Planning Director or an assigned designee subject to the 
following criteria. 

I. Location: Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and 
environmental impacts on the surrounding properties. 

2. Spacing: Utility boxes shall be spaced in such a manner as to limit the visual and 
environmental impact of the boxes on neighboring properties. The Planning Director 
may limit the number of boxes allowed on a specific site to meet this standard. 

3. Setbacks: The Planning Director may modify the setback of the utility box to reduce 
the visual and environmental impact of the box when viewed from the street or an 
adjacent property. The setback variation will be a function of the site constraints. the 
size of the proposed box and the setbacks of adjacent properties and structures. 

4. Screening: To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened from view 
of adjacent properties and City rights-of-way. Utility boxes and their associated 
screening shall be integral to the design of the primary building on site and address 
crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) principles by maintaining 
solid or opaque screening materials. 

5. Design: Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian orientation 
of the area where it is located. 

6. View: The location shall not block views within sight distance angles of sidewalks, 
driveways and intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular circulation on the site. 

7. Certificate of Appropriateness: Any ground mounted utility box located within an 
area subject to section 21A.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay District", of this 
title shall require certificate of appropriateness review and approval with respect to 
location and screening materials. 

SECTION 2. Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective on the date of its 

first publication. 

Passed by the City Council of Salt Lake City, Utah, this ___ day of _____ _ 

2010. 

CHAIRPERSON 

ATTEST AND COUNTERSIGN: 
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CITY RECORDER 

Transmitted to Mayor on __________ _ 

Mayor's Action: ___ .Approved. ___ Vetoed. 

MAYOR 

CITY RECORDER 

(SEAL) 

Bill No. ___ 0[2010. 
Published: _____ _ 

HB _A TrY -# 11391-v l-Ordinance_-_ Ground_Mounted _ Utility_ Boxes.DOC 
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3. City Council Public Hearing Notice 



NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

The Salt Lake City Council will hold a public hearing regarding Petition PLNPCM2009-
00902, a request by the City Council for a text amendment modifying Chapter 
21A.40.l60, Utility Box Regulations of the Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance. The 
purpose of the amendment is to streamline the process of approvals, to clarify the intent 
of certain sections and to revise the standards and factors necessary for conditional use 
approval. 

The amendments are City wide. 

As part of its review, the City Council is holding an advertised public hearing to receive 
comments regarding the petition. During this hearing, anyone who would like to address 
the City Council on this issue will be given an opportunity to speak. The hearing will be 
held: 

Date: 
Time: 7:00 p.m. 
Place: Room 315 (City Council Chambers)* 

Salt Lake City and County Building 
451 S. State Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 
*Please enter building from east side. 

If you have any questions relating to this proposal or would like to review the petition on 
file, please contact Ray Milliner, Principal Planner, at (801) 535-7645 between the hours 
of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday or via e-mail at 
ray.milliner@slcgov.com. 

People with disabilities may make requests for reasonable accommodations no later than 
48 hours in advance in order to attend this public hearing. Accommodations may include 
alternate formats, interpreters, and other auxiliary aids. The City & County Building is an 
accessible facility. For questions, requests, or additional information, please contact the 
City Council Office at (801) 535-7600, or TDD (801) 535-6021. 
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KEVIN JONES 
EAST BENCH CHAIR 
2500 SKYLINE DRIVE 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108 

GORDON STORRS 
FAIRPARK CHAIR 

159 NORTH 1320 WEST 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116 

PHILIP CARLSON 
SUGAR HOUSE CHAIR 
1917 EAST 2700 SOUTH 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84106 

TERRY THOMAS 
WESTPOINT CHAIR 
1840 STALLION LANE 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116 

D. CHRISTIAN HARRISON 
DOWNTOWN CHAIR 

336 WEST BROADWAY, #308 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101 

DEWITT SMITH 
LIBERTY WELLS 

328 EAST HOLLYWOOD AVE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115 

LISETTE GIBBONS 
YALECREST CHAIR 
1764 HUBBARD AVE 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108 

BEVERLY NELSON 
FEDERAL HEIGHTS 

26 SOUTH WOLCOTT STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102 

PAMELA PEDERSEN 
EAST LIBERTY PARK 

SALT LAKE CITY SCHOOL DIST. 
440 EAST100 SOUTH 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 

MARK BRINTON 
WASATCH HOLLOW 

1869 LOGAN AVE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108 

PETE TAYLOR 
SUNNYSIDE EAST 

933 SOUTH 2300 EAST 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108 

ELLEN REDDICK 
BONNEVILLE HILLS CHAIR 
2177 ROOSEVELT AVENUE 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84108 

ESTHER HUNTER 
UNIVERSITY NEIGHBORHOOD 

1049 NORRIS PLACE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102 

:i(AG.Al\lJJ 
FOOTHILUSUNNYSIDE CHAIR 

SALT LAKE CITY UT 

JUDITH LOCKE 
GREATER AVENUES CHAIR 

407 7TH AVENUE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103 

LOGGINS MERRILL 
EAST CENTRAL CHAIR 

P.O. BOX 521809 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84152 

MIKE HARMAN 
POPLAR GROVE CHAIR 
1044 WEST 300 SOUTH 

SALT LAKE CITY UT 84104 

RON JARRETT 
ROSE PARK CHAIR 

1441 WEST SUNSET DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116 

POLLY HART 
CAPITOL HILL CHAIR 

355 NORTH QUINCE STREET 
SALT LAKE CIYT, UT 84103 

THOMAS MUTTER 
CENTRAL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 

COUNCIL CHAIR 
228 EAST 500 SOUTH #100 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 

ANGIE VORHER 
JORDAN MEADOWS CHAIR 

1988 SIR JAMES DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116 

RANDY SORENSON 
GLENDALE CHAIR 

1184 SOUTH REDWOOD DR 
SLAT LAKE CITY UT 84104 

BILL DAVIS 
BALL PARK CHAIR 

332 WEST 1700 SOUTH 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 



5. Planning Commission 



5.A. Postmark of Planning Commission Notice 



SALT LAKE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA 
. In Room 326 of the City & County Building at 451 South State Stl'~et 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 at 5:45 p.m. 
. .. . .' "", 

The field trip is scheduled to leave at 4:00 p.m. Dinner will be served t~,the Plaiming' Commissioners and 
Staff at 5:00 p.m., in Room 126. Work Session-The Plarining Commission may discuss project" updates and 
minor administrative inatters. Clarion & Associates will discuss Phase 1 of the proposed sustainability zoning 
text amendments, which includes proposals for accessory dwelling units, alternative en6rgy equipment, etc. This 
portion of the meeting is open to the public for observation. 

Approval of Minutes from Wednesday, October 14, 2009 

Report of the Chair and Vice Chair 

Report of the Director 

Public Hearings 

1. Petition PLNPCM2009-00495; Zoning Text Amendment Relating to Salt Lake City Alcohol 
Regulations-a· petition initiated by Mayor Becker to amend the Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance in 
matters related to City alcohol regulations. The amendments are proposed to ensure consistency with 
State law, provide clarity III the Zoning Ordinance and process, and to allow alcohol related 
establishments throughout the City in areas where they are appropriate (Staff Contact: Lex Traughber at 
801.535.6184 or lex.traughber<@,sIcgov.com). 

2. PLNPCM2009-01108; Planned 'Development: eCRI Harmon's Social Hall Avenue--a request from 
CCRI for a plarmed development located at· approximately 55 South State (actual store faces 100 South 
and Social Hall Avenue). The project consists of a gro(;erystore and parking. The petition is requesting 
surface parking a1011g Social Hall Avenue and a setback greater than five (5) feet. There was a previous 

. conditional use approved for this site: 410~527, July 26, 2001 (Staff Contact: Doug Dansie at 
801.535.6182 or doug.dansie@slcgov.com). 

3. PLNCPM2009-01132; Partial Street Vacation-a request by William Coker for approval of a partial 
street vacation to accommodate a second location for the Red Iguana, located at approximately 866 West 

.. South Temple. The request includes land between the front of the building and the public sidewalk. The 
property is in the CG General Commercial Zone, in Council District One, represented by Carlton 
Christensen (Staff contact: Bill Peperone at 801.535,7214 or bill.peperone@slcgov.com). 

4. PLNPCM2009-00902j Amendments to Regulation of Utility Boxes- a request by the City Council 
for a zoning text amendment to modifY Chapter 21 A.40.160, Utility Box Regulations, of the Siilt Lake . 
City Zoning Ordinance. The purp'ose of the amendments is to streamline the process of approviils, to 
clarifY the intent of certain sections, and to revise the standards and factors necessary for conditioniil use 
approval.. The proposed text amendments are city-wide (Staff contact: Ray Milliner at 801:535.7645 or . 
ray .milliner@slcgov.com). 

Visit the Planning Division's website at.'fww.slcgov.comICED/planningfor copies of the Planning Commission agendas, 
staff reports, and minutes. Staff Reports will be posted the Friday prior to the meeting and minutes will be posted two days 
after they are ratified, which usually occurs at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Planning Commission.' 
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I. Fill out registration card.and indicate if you wish to speak and which agenda item you will address. 
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2. After thl? staff and. petitioner presentations .. hearings will be open.ed for public com~n.ent. Community Councils will present their comments at the begi!lning of the 
hearing , 

3. In order to be considerate of everyone attending the meeting, public comments are limited to two (2) minutes per person, per item. A spokesperson who has already 
been asked by a group to summarize their concerns will be allowed five (5) minutes to speak. Written comments are welcome and will be provided to the Planning 
Commission in advance of the meeting if they are submitted to the Planning Division prior to noon the day before the meeting. 
Written comments should be sent to: 

Salt Lake City Planning Commission 
451 South State Street Room 406 
Salt Lake City UT 841 J I 

4. Speakers will be called by the Chair. 
5. Please statc your name and your affiliation to the petition or whom you represent at the beginning of your comments. 
6. Speakers should address their comments to the Chair. Planning Commission members may have questions for the speaker. Speakers may not debate with other ~leeling 

attendees. 
7. Speakers should focus their comments on the agenda item. Extraneous and repetitive comments should be avoided. 
8. After those registered have spoken. the Chair will invite other comments. Prior speakers may be allowed to supplement their previous comments at this time. 
9. After the hearing is closed, the discussion will be limited among Planning Commissioners and Staff. Under unique circumstances, the Planning Commission may 

choose to reopen the hearing to obtain additional information. . 
10. The Salt Lake City Corporation complies will all ADA guidelines. People with disabilities may make requests for reasonable accommodation no later than 48 hours in 

advance in order to attend this meeting. Accommodations may include alternate fonnats, interpreters, and other auxiliary aids. This is an accessible facility. For 
questions, requests, or additional information, please contact the Planning Office at 535-7757; TDD 535-6220. 
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Classified ad Legal Notices copy for Salt Lake City Planning Commission Public Hearing 
Run Ad in Special Notices on Wednesday November 4 (one time only) in Deseret News 

Billing Address: 
Lucille Taylor 
Planning Division 
451 S. State Street, RM. 406 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Contact: Ray Milliner 535-7645 or ray.milliner@slcgov.com 

[Ad copy as follows 1 

SALT LAKE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
MASTER PLAN AMENDMENT HEARING 

On Wednesday November 18, 2009 at 5:45 P.M, the Salt 
Lake City Planning Commission will hold a public hearing to 
take public comment for the following items: 

PLNPCM2009-00902; Amendments to Regulation of Utility 
Boxes- a zoning text amendment to modify Chapter 21 A.40.160, 
Utility Box Regulations, of the Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance. The 
purpose of the amendments is to streamline the process of approvals, 
to clarify the intent of certain sections, and to revise the standards and 
factors necessary for conditional use approval. The proposed text 
amendments are city-wide. 

The hearing will be held in Room 326 of the Salt Lake City 
and County Building, 451 South State Street. Salt Lake City 
Corporation complies with all ADA guidelines. People with 
disabilities may make requests for reasonable accommodation 
no later than 48 hours in advance in order to attend this 
meeting. Accommodations may include alternate formats, 
interpreters, and other auxiliary aids. This is an accessible 
facility. For questions, request or additional information, 
please contact the Planning Division at 535-7757; TDD 535-
6220. For further information regarding this hearing, call Ray 
Milliner at 535-7645. 



5.B. Planning Commission Staff Report 



PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT 

AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 21A.40.160 
UTILITY BOX REGULATIONS 
Case #PLNPCM2009-00902 

October 28, 2009 
Ilin 

Applicant: 
City Council 

Staff: 
Ray Milliner ray.milliner@slcgov.com 
(801)535-7645 

Current Zone: 
N/A 

Master Plan Designation: 
CityWide 

Council District: 
City Wide 

Review Standards 
21A.50.050 Standards for General 
Amendments 

Affected Text Sections 
Chapter 21 AAO.160 

Notification 
• Notice mailed on October 14, 2009 
• Published in Deseret News October 14, 

2009 
• Posted on City & State Websites 

October 14,2009 

Attachments 
A. Proposed Red Line Text 

Amendments 
B. Summary Notes from ZAP task 

force meeting. 

REQUEST 

Planning and Zoning Division 
Department of Community and 

Economic Develo ment 

In July of 2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 
21 A.40.l60, redefining the regulations for the placement of a ground 
mounted utility box on both private and public property. These 
regulations included design criteria, and requirements for processing 
them. As part of the approval, the Council directed staff to further 
refine the regulations, and return with suggested improvements as a 
second phase. 

STAFF RECOMMENDA nON 

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the proposed 
modifications to Chapter 21A.40.l60 Ground Mounted Utility Boxes, 
conduct a public hearing and forward a positive recommendation to 
the City Council. 



Background 

In July of2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 21A.40.160, redefining the regulations 
for the placement of a ground mounted utility box on both private and public property. These 
regulations included design criteria, and requirements for processing them. As part of the approval, the 
Council directed staffto further refine the regulations, and return with suggested improvements as a 
second phase. Staff is now presenting an updated version of the regulations for review. Highlights are 
summarized below. 

Public Participation 

This application was reviewed by the Zoning Amendment Project task force on August 10,2009. 
Summary notes are attached as exhibit B. 

The project was also reviewed at an open house on July 21, 2009. No public comments were received. 

Staff has also met a number of times with representatives from Rocky Mountain Power, and Qwest 
Corporation (the two entities impacted the most by these regulations). They have provided technical 
input regarding the manner in which the boxes are installed and the locations necessary to effectively 
provide the service. 

Issue Analysis 

There are a number of significant changes proposed in this chapter, as well as general fine tuning 
designed to clarify language and facilitate understanding and application of the regulations. Below is a 
summary of the changes proposed, with a brief analysis of the rationale for the amendment. When the 
Planning Commission provides direction to forward the document to the City Council, staff will provide 
analysis and findings for the standards in Chapter 21A.SO.OSO Standards for General Amendments. 

Allowed 

Currently all utility boxes regardless of size location or make are required to receive either conditional 
use approval or routine and uncontested approval prior to installation. This requirement has created a 
situation where businesses and organizations have been delayed in opening or receiving their certificates 
of occupation because they had to wait the approximate two months for administrative approval, even 
though the boxes were subterranean or located within the buildable area. Staffis proposing to feature 
the following uses as allowed, meaning they would only need to receive a building permit as required by 
the International Building Code: 

I. Subterranean utility boxes located entirely on private property. 
2. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
3. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer located behind 

minimum setback or within 5 feet of a building. 
4. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or with 

permission of Salt Lake City Corporation. 
5. Ground mounted equipment used primarily for transmission or distribution to other locations 

and configured as part of a system shall be allowed within the front-line public utility 
easement or on private property within 10 feet ofthe front property line on a private 
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easement which is mutually acceptable to both the property owner and the utility. The 
equipment shall not be located within 2 feet of the sidewalk. 

The staff rationale for recommending that boxes meeting the above criteria is based on the following: 

• The general purpose of this regulation is to mitigate the visual impact ofthe boxes on 
surrounding neighborhood. The visual impacts of subterranean boxes and boxes located within 
an enclosed building have been eliminated by virtue of their being enclosed. 

• Boxes located within the buildable area should be allowed no differently than any other type of 
mechanical equipment such as an air conditioner or heating unit. 

• Location options for a public necessity such as a traffic control box are limited, and many times 
the health safety and welfare need for the box is outweighed by the visual impacts. 

• Ground mounted equipment used for transmission or distribution generally is associated with the 
undergrounding of power lines and cables. Above ground power lines are an allowed use in the 
City (State Law requires it). If a person or entity would like to place power lines below ground 
she must do so at her cost. As a result, the requirement that a box receive a conditional use 
approval increases the time necessary and the cost of under grounding utilities, and encourages 
applicants to simply leave the utilities above ground. Generally, the visual impact of the above 
ground power lines is greater than that of the transmission boxes. 

Conditional Use 

All utility boxes not covered in the sections above would then be reviewed as an administrative 
conditional use. The provision to allow some boxes as a routine and uncontested matter has been 
eliminated, as it created two processes. Some boxes would be reviewed as a conditional use under the 
umbrella ofthe Planning Commission; others would be reviewed as routine and uncontested matters 
under the umbrella of the Board of Adjustment. This process set up a situation where similar boxes with 
a similar design could have separate reviews with separate criteria. Staff is recommending the criteria 
featured below: 

J. Location: Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and environmental impacts on 
the surrounding properties. 

2. Setbacks: The Planning Director may modifY the setback of the utility box to reduce the visual and 
environmental impact of the box when viewed from the street or an adjacent property. The setback 
variation will be a function of the site constraints, the size of the proposed box and the setbacks of 
adjacent properties and structures. 

3. Screening: To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened from view of adjacent 
properties and City rights-of-way. Utility boxes and their associated screening shall be integral to the 
design of the primary building on site and address crime prevention through environmental design 
(CPTED) principles by maintaining solid or opaque screening materials. 

4. Design: Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian orientation of the area where it 
is located. 

5. View: The location shall not block views within sight distance angles of sidewalks, driveways and 
intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular circulation on the site. 

6. Certificate of Appropriateness: Any ground mounted utility box located within an area subject to 
section 2IA.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay District", of this title shall require certificate of 
appropriateness review and approval with respect to location and screening materials. 

Applications requiring a conditional use may include (but are not limited to) placement ofa box in the front yard 
setback of a private lot or a box located on a vacant lot. 
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Attachment A 
Proposed Amendment 



21A.40.160: GROUND MOUNTED UTILITY SOXES: 

I>.. Coml'lliance INitR Regulations RequireEl; Excel'ltion: /\11 grounEi mounteEi utility soxes sRall 
se sutJjest to tRe following regulations unless exeml'lteEi witRin section 21/\.02.050, 
"Al'll'llicasility", of tRis title or ' .... Rere limiteEi sy otRer I'lrovisions of tRis title. 

B. Definition; Dimensions; District Requirements: "GrounEi mounteEi utility soxes" sRall mean 
SUCR facilities, incluElingl'leElestals, soxes, vaults, casinets, meters or otRer grounEi 
mounteEi facilities anEi associateEi equil'lment SUCR as conElensing units anEi generators tRat 
Elirectly serve tRe I'lrol'lerty or local area in wRicR tRe facility is I'llaceEl, tRat are not I'lrimarily 
for transmission or Elistrisution to otRer locations, or otRerwise are customarily founEi in 
SUCR areas. 

1. GrounEi mounteEi utility soxes are sel'larateEi into tRree (J) tiers: small, meElium anEi large. 

a. Small grounEi mounteEi utility soxes are less tRan fifteen (15) susic feet in volume witR a limit of 
forty eigRt incRes (4 B") in ReigRt. 

13. MeElium grounEi mounteEi utility soxes are equal to or greater tRan fifteen (15) susic feet in 
volume anEi equal to or less tRan forty (40) cusic feet in volume witR a limit of sixty incRes (€lO") 
in ReigRt. 

c. Large grounEi mounteEi utility soxes exseeEl forty (40) susic feet in volume witR a limit of 
seventy t>. ... o incRes (72") in ReigRt. 

2. ResiElential Elistricts anEi neigRsorRooEi commercial (OJ), mixeEl use (MY), mosile Rome I'lark 
(MH), anEi ol'len sl'lace (OS) Elistricts are sutJject to tRe follov/ing requirements: 

a. Small grounEi mounteEi utility soxes sRall se consiElereEi routine anEi uncontesteEi matters as 
outlineEi in CRal'lter 211>..14 OftRis title, susject to tRe following stanEiarEls: 

(1) Screen StanEiarEls: TRe intent of tRese ssreening stanEiarEis is to minimize negative visual 
iml'lacts wRile taking into consiEleration maintenance, access, anEi I'luslic safety. 

(/\) Screening materials are to se I'lroviEleEi in a manner tRat minimizes tRe visual iml'lact of tRe 
utility installation sut also aElEIresses crime I'lrevention tRrougR environmental Elesign (CPTED) 
I'lrincil'lles of maintaining views of tRe sutJjest area from I'luslis locations SUCR as siElewalks anEi 
streets. 

(8) SoliEi or opaque screening materials are f3ermitteEi WRen I'lart of an existing Elesign element 
of tRe site. 

(2) Location StanEiarEls: 

(A) Location Eloes not slocl( views witRin SigRt Elistance angles of siElewalks, Elriveways anEi 
intersections. 
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(B) LOGates to A'liniA'lize IJl0Gkin§ views froA'l ans of the rarinGipal struGture(s). 

(3) Si§natures ReEluires: The zonin§ aSA'linistrator shall reEluire the si§natures of all alJuttin§ 
property owners, inclusin§ property owners aGross the street, in the re§ular proGess for 
Gonsiserin§ any routine ans unGontestes A'latters relatin§ to sA'lall §rouns A'lountes utility 
1J0xes. 

(4) COA'lA'lunity CounGil NotifiGation: The affectes GOA'lA'lunity counGii willlJe notifies of the reEluest 
ans ofthe aSA'linistrati'l€ hearin§, if appliGalJle. 

IJ. MesiuA'l or lar§e §rouns A'lountes utility 1J0xes shalllJe proGesses as Gonsitional uses sullject 
to Ghapter 211\.54 of this title. 

3. COA'lA'lerGial, sowntown, A'lanufacturin§, §ateway ans special purpose sistriGts other than 
those listes in sulJseGtion B2 of this seGtion shall lJe sulljeGt to the followin§ reEluireA'lents: 

a. SA'lall §rouns A'lountes utility 1J0xes shalllJe Gonsiseres perA'littes uses. 

IJ. MesiuA'l or laF§e §rouns A'lountes utility 1J0xes when 10Gates on private property in GOA'lA'lerGial, 
sowntown, §ateway, A'lanufacturin§, ans SOA'le speGial purpose sistriGts (all except natural 
open spaGe, A'lixes use, A'lolJile hOA'le park, ans open spaGe sistriGts) shalllJe consiseres 
routine ans unGontestes A'latters as outlines in chapter 21,1\.14 of this title, ans shalllJe sulJjeGt 
to the sGreenin§, 10Gation, ans aSA'linistrative review stansarss of sulJseGtions B2a(1) throu§h 
B2a(3) of this section. 

4. 1\11 §rouns A'lountes utility 1J0xes not sulljeG! to sulJsections B 1, B2 ans B3 of this section shall 
lJe proGesses as Gonsitional uses sulljeG! to Ghapter 21,1\.54 of this title. 

5. In assition to sulJseGtions B2a ans B3 of this seGtion, any §Founs A'lountes utility 1J0x 10Gates 
within an area sulljeGt to seGtion 21A.34 .020, "M MistoriG Preservation Overlay DistriGt", of this 
title shall FDEluire GertifiGate of appropriateness review ans ap!'!roval with res!,!ect to 10Gation 
ans sGreenin!:j. (Ors. 21 OB § B, 200B) 

21A.40.160 Ground Mounted Utility Boxes: 

A. Compliance with Regulations Required: All ground mounted utility boxes shall be 
subject to the following regulations unless exempted within section 21A.02.050, 
"Applicability", of this title or where limited by other provisions of this title. 

B. Definition; "Ground mounted utility boxes" shall mean such facilities, including pedestals, 
boxes, vaults, cabinets, meters or other ground mounted facilities and associated 
equipment that directly serve the property or local area in which the facility is placed, that 
are not primarily for transmission or distribution to other locations, or otherwise are 
customarily found in such areas. 
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C. Allowed Use: Ground mounted utility boxes proposed as follows, shall be allowed in all 
zoning districts. 

1. Subterranean utility boxes located entirely on private property. 
2. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
3. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer 

located behind minimum setback or within 5 feet of a building. 
4. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or 

with permission of Salt Lake City Corporation. 
5. Ground mounted equipment used primarily for transmission or distribution to 

other locations and configured as part of a system shall be allowed within the 
front-line public utility easement or on private property within 10 feet of the front 
property line on a private easement which is mutually acceptable to both the 
property owner and the utility. The equipment shall not be located within 2 feet of 
the sidewalk. 

D. Conditional Use: Conditional use review is required for all ground mounted utility boxes 
not specifically addressed in sections C of this chapter. Applications shall be reviewed 
administratively by the Planning Director or an assigned designee subject to the following 
criteria. 

1. Location: Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and 
environmental impacts on the surrounding properties. 

2. Setbacks: The Planning Director may modify the setback of the utility box to 
reduce the visual and environmental impact of the box when viewed from the 
street or an adjacent property. The setback variation will be a function of the 
site constraints, the size of the proposed box and the setbacks of adjacent 
properties and structures. 

3. Screening: To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened 
from view of adjacent properties and City rights-of-way. Utility boxes and 
their associated screening shall be integral to the design of the primarv 
building on site and address crime prevention through environmental design 
(CPTED) principles by maintaining solid or opaque screening materials. 

4. Design: Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian 
orientation of the area where it is located. 

5. View: The location shall not block views within sight distance angles of 
sidewalks, driveways and intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular 
circulation on the site. 

6. Certificate of Appropriateness: Any ground mounted utility box located 
within an area subject to section 21A.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay 
District", of this title shall require certificate of appropriateness review and 
approval with respect to location and screening materials. 
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Attachment B 
Summary Notes from ZAP Task Force Meeting 
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2009 Zoning Text Amendment Project 

August 10,2009 

Task Force Meeting 

Members Present 
Alene Bentley; Cindy Cromer; Sydney Fonnesbeck; Barbara Green; Jerry Green; Esther Hunter; Bruce 
Jensen; Jeremy King; Bill Nighswonger; Helen Peters; Vasilios Priskos; Dave Richards; Lon 
Richardson; Steven Rosenberg; Judi Short; Grace Sperry; Ray Whitchurch 

Staff Present 
Wi If Sommerkorn, Planning Director; Cheri Coffey, Planning Manager; Ray Milliner, Principal Planner; 
Mike Akerlow, Economic Development Division 

Review of Summary Notes 
Staff clarified that the underlined verbiage in the notes that were handed out in the meeting represent 
comments that were submitted to staff, from Task Force members, clarifying what they said at the July 
13, 2009 meeting. 

There was a request to clarify the notes relating to density and the proposed planned development 
regulations. Staff agreed to make the changes. 

General Discussion on ZAP Process 
There was a request for staff to notifY the Task Force members of what issues staff agreed to and 
therefore, incorporated into the final recommendation of the various ZAP petitions. Staff agreed that the 
staff reports can be written to better identifY the input from the Task Force and how staff addresses the 
issues raised by the Task Force. Staff also agreed to send Task Force members a website link to the 
staff reports once they are posted for the various ZAP petitions. 

There was a request for staff to speak up in the Task Force meetings to let the Task Force members 
know when a suggestion is or is not feasible. 

The Planning Director was asked to clarify whether the proposed amendments to address non
conforming medical clinics would be presented to the ZAP Task Force. Mr. Sommerkorn responded 
that the Planning Staff will need to think about how to deal with that issue, which is a separate issue 
from the Zoning Amendment Project issues because it is very specific to one geographic area. 
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Discussion relating to proposed amendments to Utility Box Regulations 

Bruce Jensen, of Rocky Mountain Power company described the typical box construction use and 
location. 

He was asked why Rocky Mountain Power was not eager to install underground power. He responded 
that the cost to put the utilities underground is 3-6 times more expensive to install and maintain. There 
are safety issues and issues relating to ease of finding the underground boxes in the snow (takes time and 
money). 

In certain zones, the City requires or encourages buildings built to the street. In these instances, where 
do you put the utility box? The cable and conduit do not bend and sometimes there is no other place 
than the right-of-way. 

It was suggested to have the developer and Rocky Mountain Power meet early in the process so the 
utility box can be located in the proper location on site (preplan). 

Do we need to tweak walkable regulations to identify how to locate boxes? 

Is there a way to require the boxes to be located on the site plan earlier? 

The current rules encourage overhead wires -you have to get a conditional use for a utility box that 
places the lines underground 

The developer hasn't the knowledge early on about power. 

Support allowing boxes as a permitted use in buildable area. 

It would be good to have the guidelines from RMP so that developers know how to deal with switching 
boxes (size etc). 

Maintenance of the equipment requires an eight foot long fiberglass stick so we must account for that in 
locating boxes. 

The greater the open area around the equipment, the more opportunity to dissipate heat. 

DSL Qwest boxes, location is more flexible on private property. 

To avoid graffiti put in back yard of owner property 

Location issue - if put it on a narrow roadway then the maintenance truck blocks the road. 

The pre meeting is a good idea. Give Qwest ideas early on and they can look for alternatives. 

There are some places in building areas that are better than others (put in rear - not next to the residence 
neighbor on the side). 

Putting in the back lot creates significant issues to maintain (dogs, fences, sheds, landscaping) 
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Develop a hierarchy for placement of the utility boxes. Create a preference of where they should go 
(such as adjacent to alleys in rear yards, etc) and if they can't be located in the first preference, then go 
to the next preference for locating the box. 

How do you deal with an easement for these when you have a retaining wall? 

What are appropriate screening options, such as landscaping, art! graphic wrap and pain color, and who 
maintains the screening? 

If upgrade to an overhead facility is necessary would you upgrade or put it underground? Upgrade 
overhead. 

Can we get a creative design of utility boxes like telecommunication boxes? 
Rocky Mountain Power is somewhat limited on how creative they can be. They have to ensure the heat 
is dissipated and wraps or screening may trap the heat. 

• Design fake rocks so they disperse heat 

• Wraps act like insulation and hold the heat in. 

• Wrap in mirrors. 

If want power lines buried, why make it harder to put underground than overhead? Use public right of 
way 

Rocky Mountain Power typically has one electric transformer to serve approximately 4-6 homes or one 
business 

The cost for placing lines underground is passed on to consumer 

The community needs to determine the cost of requiring them underground and if it is willing to pay the 
expense for doing so. 

Downtown - are there already vaults where they can be placed? City and County Building has six boxes 
clustered together. Consider that first. 

The cost of development vs. the cost of utilities has to be looked at. If the development is millions of 
dolJars, then $50,000 is not a big deal. If the cost of the development is $500,000 then $50,000 is a big 
expense in the project. 

The streets downtown are fulJ of utilities, vaults etc 

If not allowed in public right of way, then all existing utility boxes are considered non complying. They 
can continue but expansion rules are changing. 

Public input should be allowed on City boxes (traffic boxes etc). They can interfere with abutting 
property owners such as blocking the doors to businesses. 
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PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT 

AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 21A.40.160 
UTILITY BOX REGULATIONS 
Case #PLNPCM2009-00902 

November 18,2009 

Applicant: 
City Council 

Staff: 
Ray Milliner ray.milliner@s\cgov.com 
(80 I )535-7645 

Current Zone: 
N/A 

Master Plan Designation: 
City Wide 

Council District: 
City Wide 

Review Standards 
21 A.50.050 Standards for General 
Amendments 

Affected Text Sections 
Chapter 21 A.40.160 

Notification 
• Notice mailed on November 4, 2009 
• Published in Deseret News November 

4,2009 
• Posted on City & State Websites 

November 4, 2009 

Attachments 

A. Proposed Red Line Text 
Amendments 

B. Summary Notes from ZAP task 
force meeti ng. 

C. Letter from Sugar House 
Community Council 

REQUEST 

Planning and Zoning Division 
Department of Community and 

Economic Develo ment 

In July of 2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 
21A.40.160, redefining the regulations for the placement of a ground 
mounted utility box on both private and public property. These 
regulations included design criteria, and requirements for processing 
them. As part of the approval, the Council directed staff to further 
refine the regulations, and return with suggested improvements as a 
second phase. 

STAFF RECOMMENDA TlON 

Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the proposed 
modifications to Chapter 21A.40.l60 Ground Mounted Utility Boxes, 
conduct a public hearing and forward a positive recommendation to 
the City Council. 



Background 

In July of 2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 21A.40.160, redefining the regulations 
for the placement of a ground mounted utility box on both private and public property. These 
regulations included design criteria, and requirements for processing them. As part of the approval, the 
Council directed staff to further refine the regulations, and return with suggested improvements as a 
second phase. Staff is now presenting an updated version of the regulations for review. Highlights are 
summarized below. 

On October 28, 2009 the Planning Commission reviewed the proposed changes to the ordinance and 
provided staff with direction to change the text. Specifically, staff was directed investigate the 
following: 

I. Should language limiting the size of boxes allowed on each property be created? 
2. Should Language be created that requires boxes to be spaced so as to limit clustering in a certain 

area? 
3. Clear up confusing language in definition and allowed use sections. 

Staff has conducted a review of the Planning Commission direction and is now requesting that the 
Commission forward a positive recommendation to the City Council. 

As an aside, staff has contacted a number of Cities in the area to determine what, if anything they do to 
regulate utility box installation. Staff found the following: 

• Ogden: No regulation 
• Provo: No regulation 
• Sandy: Boxes must be 5 feet from front property line 
• Park City: No regulation 
• Murray: No regulation 
• Cottonwood Heights: No regulation 

Staff found that a majority of the cities in the region rely on a franchise agreement with the utilities 
wherein a staff member from the engineering or public utility division will review plans to determine if 
the proposed box would impact other utilities or sight lines in the right-of-way. If a resident is troubled 
by the location of a box near her home, it is generally a matter left between the utility provider and the 
property owner to resolve. 

Public Participation 

This application was reviewed by the Zoning Amendment Project task force on August 10, 2009. 
Summary notes are attached as exhibit B. 

The project was also reviewed at an open house on July 21,2009. No public comments were received. 

Staff has also met a number of times with representatives from Rocky Mountain Power, and Qwest 
Corporation (the two entities impacted the most by these regulations). They have provided technical 
input regarding the manner in which the boxes are installed and the locations necessary to effectively 
provide the service. 
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Staff has received comments from members of the Sugar House Community Council, who have 
expressed concerns regarding the maintenance and upkeep of the boxes after they have been installed, 
they specifically state that they have had significant impacts from maintenance vehicles, graffiti and a 
general lack of maintenance of the boxes (letter included as exhibit C). 

Issue Analysis 

There are a number of significant changes proposed in this chapter, as well as general fine tuning 
designed to clarify language and facilitate understanding and application of the regulations. Below is a 
summary of the changes proposed, with a brief analysis of the rationale for the amendment. 

Chief among the proposed changes is the placement of the process under the jurisdiction of the Planning 
Commission. Currently utility boxes can be reviewed as a routine and uncontested matter, or a 
conditional use, thereby placing certain boxes under the jurisdiction of the Board of Adjustment (routine 
and uncontested matters) and others under the jurisdiction of the Planning Commission (conditional 
uses). The proposed amendments will place all review of utility boxes under the jurisdiction of the 
Planning Commission. This eliminates the requirement that applicants receive signatures from adjacent 
property owners as part of a routine and uncontested matter. Nonetheless, the public will still receive 
notice as all conditional uses require notice of adjacent property owners within 300 feet of the use 
location. 

Throughout the process of modifying the requirements for this section, staff has encountered a number 
of persons and entities with strong opinions on the regulation of these boxes. Opinions have ranged 
from total deregulation to requiring significant review and conditions of approval for all boxes placed in 
the City. The proposed changes to the ordinance are an attempt to mitigate concerns expressed by these 
citizens, while still providing utility companies and business owners with an efficient permitting 
process. Staff recognizes that the boxes are an essential component to the provision of electrical, 
telephone, internet, and cable TV services throughout the city. These services are generally deemed as 
essential by the citizenry. Nonetheless, staff also recognizes the impact that one of these boxes may 
have on a property owner's quality of life, if it were placed in front of her home without her permission. 
As a result, staff is recommending the following changes. 

Definition 

Staff has modified the language that defines ground mounted utility boxes. Language includes: 

A. Definition; "Ground mounted utility boxes" shall mean such facilities, including pedestals, 
boxes, vaults, cabinets, meters or other ground mounted facilities and associated equipment used for the 
transmission or operation of underground public utilities. 

Staff investigated the possibility of leaving the size designations of boxes in the definition proposed for 
these structures; nevertheless, staff is recommending that the size of the box not be a contributing factor 
of review for the following reasons: 

1. Extremely large utility structures such as a substation or maintenance structure are defined in the 
Zoning Ordinance as PubliclPrivate Utility Buildings and Structures, and are subject to a 
separate review. 
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2. Most of the larger boxes are located in the industrial zones; an area that does not necessitate as 
much review as residential areas. 

3. Most boxes proposed in residential areas are of a similar size and shape, as the industry has a 
standard box that is used throughout the neighborhoods. Therefore, most boxes would either be 
permitted or conditional depending on the size determined. 

As a result, staff finds that the creation of a size limitation on boxes would not be an effective mitigation 
tool in the review of utility boxes. 

Allowed 

There are certain situations where the requirement that a utility box be processed as a conditional use is 
cumbersome and contrary to the purpose of the goal of the ordinance, to mitigate the visual, 
environmental and physical impacts of the boxes on neighboring residents. To eliminate this issue, staff 
is proposing to feature the following uses as allowed, meaning they would only need to receive a 
building permit as required by the International Building Code: 

1. Subterranean utility boxes located entirely on private property. 
2. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
3. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer located behind 

minimum setback or within 5 feet of a building. 
4. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or with permission 

of Salt Lake City Corporation. 
5. Ground mounted utility boxes located within the front-line public utility easement or on private 

property within a private easement which is mutually acceptable to both the property owner and 
the utility. The equipment shall not be located within 2 feet of the sidewalk. 

The staff rationale for recommending that boxes meeting the above criteria is based on the following: 

• The general purpose of this regulation is to mitigate the visual impact of the boxes on 
surrounding neighborhood. The visual impacts of subterranean boxes and boxes located within 
an enclosed building have been eliminated by virtue of their being enclosed. 

• Boxes located within the buildable area should be allowed no differently than any other type of 
mechanical equipment such as an air conditioner or heating unit. 

• Location options for a public necessity such as a traffic control box are limited, and many times 
the health safety and welfare need for the box is outweighed by the visual impacts. 

• Ground mounted equipment used for transmission or distribution generally is associated with the 
undergrounding of power lines and cables. Above ground power lines are an allowed use in the 
City (State Law requires it). If a person or entity would like to place power lines below ground 
she must do so at her cost. As a result, the requirement that a box receive a conditional use 
approval increases the time necessary and the cost of undergrounding utilities, and encourages 
applicants to simply leave the utilities above ground. Generally, the visual impact of the above 
ground power lines is greater than that of the transmission boxes. 

Conditional Use 

All utility boxes not featured as permitted uses would then be reviewed as an administrative conditional 
use (primarily those in the front yard without an easement, or in the public right-of-way without an 
easement). In response to the Commission concern that many boxes would be clustered and become 
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unsightly, staff has proposed a new standard limiting the visual and environmental impact of the boxes. 
No specific spacing requirement is provided, as there may be situations when the clustering of a number 
of boxes is appropriate. Staff is recommending the criteria featured below: 

I. Location: Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and environmental 
impacts on the surrounding properties. 

2. Spacing: Utility boxes shall be spaced in such a manner as to limit the visual and environmental 
impact of the boxes on neighboring properties. The Planning Director may limit the number of 
boxes allowed on a specific site to meet this standard. 

3. Setbacks: The Planning Director may modify the setback of the utility box to reduce the visual 
and environmental impact of the box when viewed from the street or an adjacent property. The 
setback variation will be a function of the site constraints. the size of the proposed box and the 
setbacks of adjacent properties and structures. 

4. Screening: To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened from view of adjacent 
properties and City rights-of-way. Utility boxes and their associated screening shall be integral 
to the design of the primary building on site and address crime prevention through environmental 
design (CPTED) principles by maintaining solid or opaque screening materials. 

5. Design: Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian orientation of the area 
where it is located. 

6. View: The location shall not block views within sight distance angles of sidewalks, driveways 
and intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular circulation on the site. 

7. Certificate of Appropriateness: Any ground mounted utility box located within an area subject 
to section 2IA.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay District", of this title shall require 
certificate of appropriateness review and approval with respect to location and screening 
materials. 

Applications requiring a conditional use may include (but are not limited to) placement of a box in the 
front yard setback of a private lot, or a box in the public right-of-way with no easement. 

STANDARDS FOR GENERAL AMENDMENTS 

A decision to amend the text of the Zoning Ordinance or the Zoning Map by general amendment is a 
matter committed to the legislative discretion of the City Council and is not controlled by anyone 
standard. However, in making its decision concerning a proposed amendment, the City Council should 
consider the following factors: 

1. Whether a proposed text amendment is consistent with the purposes, goals, objectives, and 
policies of the City as stated through its various adopted planning documents; 

Discussion: While no adopted master plans for Salt Lake City specifically refer to ground mounted 
utility installations, some of them, such as the Capitol Hill Master Plan and the Central Community 
Master Plan, call for well-maintained and adequate public utilities, buildings and facilities that are 
compatible with the surrounding area. In residential and other potentially high-impact districts, the 
proposed text amendment ensures that all high impact utility boxes are reviewed for their compatibility 
and impact on the surrounding area. Building permits would still be required for all installations, 
regardless of size of district. 

Finding: The proposed text change is consistent with adopted master plans. 
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2. Whether a proposed text amendment furthers the specific purpose statements of the zoning 
ordinance. 

Analysis: The proposed changes to the ordinance will further the purpose statements of the Zoning 
Ordinance by modifying and clarifying the requirements necessary for approval of a utility box. By 
making certain boxes conditional and others allowed, the amendments provide decision makers with an 
opportunity to mitigate any impacts that the uses may have on specific neighbors or properties, while 
providing utility providers with a streamlined and more efficient permitting process. These 
modifications create standards and factors for consideration that will facilitate mitigation of adverse 
impacts on neighboring property owners and will clarify sections of the chapter that were not clear or 
concise. 

Finding: Staff finds that the proposed changes to the Zoning Ordinance are consistent with the purpose 
statements found in the Zoning Ordinance. 

3. Whether a proposed text amendment is consistent with the purposes and provisions of any 
applicable overlay zoning districts which may impose additional standards. 

Discussion: The proposed text amendment is not site specific, and is not associated with any overlay 
zoning districts. Where a particular installation is within an overlay zoning district, any applicable 
regulations must be met. 

Finding: The proposed text amendment meets this standard. 
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Attachment A 
Proposed Amendment 



21A.40.160: GROUND MOUNTED UTIliTY 80XES: 

A. CompliaRse With Reg~latioRs Req~ireEl; ExseptioR: /\11 gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes shall 
be s~bjeot to the follo'lliRg reg~latioRs ~Rless exempteEi withiR sestioR 21/\.02.050, 
"Applioability", of this title or where limiteEi by other provisioRS of this title. 

B. DefiRitioR; DimeRsioRs; Distrist Req~iremeRts: "Gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes" shall meaR 
s~sh fasilities, iRsl~E1iRg peElestals, boxes, va~lts, sabiRets, meters or other gro~REI 
mO~RteEi fasilities aREI assosiateEi eq~ipmeRt s~sh as sOREleRsiRg ~Rits aREI geRerators that 
E1irestly serve the property or losal area iR whish the fasility is plaseEl, that are Rot primarily 
for traRsmissioR or E1istrib~tioR to other 10satioRs, or otherv/ise are s~stomarily fO~REI iR 
s~sh areas. 

1. Gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes are separateEi iRtO three (a) tiers: small, meEli~m aREI large. 

a. amall gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes are less thaR fifteeR (15) s~bis feet iR vol~me with a limit of 
forty eight iRshes (48") iR height. 

b. MeEli~m gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes are eq~al to or greater thaR fifteeR (15) s~bis foet iR 
'Jol~me aREI eq~al to or less thaR forty (4 0) s~bis foet iR vol~me v{ith a limit of sixty iRohes (eO") 
iR height. 

s. Large gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes exseeEl forty (40) s~bis feet iR vol~me with a limit of 
seveRty two iRshes (72") iR height. 

2. ResiEleRtial E1istrists aREI ReighborhooEi sommersial (CN), mixeEl ~se (MU), mobile home park 
(MI=I), aREI opeR spase (Oa) E1istrists are s~bjest to the foliowiRg req~iremeRts: 

a. amall gro~REI mO~RteEi ~tility boxes shall be sOAsiElereEi re~tiRe aREI ~RsoRtesteEi matters as 
o~tliReEi iR shapter 21/\.14 of this title, s~bjest to the foliowiRg staREIarEls: 

(1) asreeR ataREIarEls: The iRteRt of these ssreeRiRg staREIarEis is to miRimize Regative vis~al 
impasts while takiRg iRto sORsiEleratioR maiRteRaAse, assess, aREI p~blis safety. 

(/\) asreeRiRg materials are to be proviEleEi iR a maRRer that miRimizes the vis~al impast of the 
~tility iRstaliatioR b~t also aElEIresses orime pre'leRtioR thro~gh eR'IirORmeRtal E1esigR (CPTED) 
priRsiples of maiRtaiRiRg '1iO'.'IS of the s~bjest area from p~blio 10oatioRs s~sh as siElewalks aREI 
streets. 

(B) aoliEi or opaq~e ssreeRiRg materials are permitteEi ' .... heR part of aR existiRg E1esigR elemeRt 
of the site. 

(2) LosatioR ataREIarEls: 

(/\) LooatioR E10es Rot blosk views withiR sight E1istaRse aRgles of siElewall<s, E1riveways aREI 
iRtersestioRs. 
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(B) Lesated te R'liniR'lize I:Jlesking views freR'l and ef the I3rinsil3al strusture(s). 

(a) Signatures Required: The zening adR'linistrater shall require the signatures ef all al:Jui,ting 
I3rel3erty ewners, insludingl3rel3erty ewners asress the street, in the regular I3resess far 
sensidering any reutine and unsentested R'lai,ters relating te sR'lall greund R'leunted utility 
l:Jel<es. 

(4) GeR'lR'lunity Geunsil Netifisatien: The a#estes seR'lR'lunity seunsil 'Nilll:Je netifies ef the request 
and ef the adR'linistrati'le hearing, if al3l3lisal:Jle. 

13. MediuR'l er large greund R'leunted utility l:Jel<es shalll:Je I3resessed as senditienal uses sul:Jjest 
te shal3ter 21.0..54 ef this title. 

a. GeR'lR'lersial, dewntewn, R'lanufasturing, gateway and sl3esiall3url3ese distrists ether than 
these listed in sul:Jsestien B2 ef this sestien shall l:Je sul:Jjest te the fallewing requireR'lents: 

a. SR'lall greund R'leunted utility l:Jel<es shalll:Je sensisered l3erR'lii,ted uses. 

13. MediuR'l er large greund R'leunted utility l:Jel<es 'Nhen lesated en I3rivate I3rel3erty in seR'lR'lersial, 
dewntewn, gateway, R'lanufasturing, and seR'le sl3esiall3url3ese distrists (all el<sel3t natural 
el3en sl3ase, R'lil<ed use, R'lel:Jile heR'le l3ark, and el3en sl3ase distrists) shalll:Je sensidered 
reutine ana unsentestea R'lai,ters as eutlinea in shal3ter 21.0..14 efthis title, and shalll:Je sul:Jjest 
te the ssreeniAg, Issatisn, and aaR'linistrative review stansards ef sul:Jsestiens B2a(1) threugh 
B2a(a) efthis sestien. 

4. All greuna R'lel.lntea utility l:Jel<es net sul:Jjest te sul:Jsestiens B 1, B2 ana Ba ef this sestien shall 
l:Je I3resessed as senditienal uses sul:Jjest te shal3ter 211\.54 ef this title. 

5. In additien te sul:Jsestiens B2a and Ba ef this sestien, any gFeund R'leunted utility l:Jel< lesated 
'Nithin an area sul:Jjestte sestien 21A.a4.020, "l=Il=Iisteris Preservatien Overlay Distrist", efthis 
title shall require sertifisate ef al3l3rel3riateness review and al3l3reval with resl3est te lesatien 
and ssreening. (Ord. 21 08 § 8, 2008) 

21A.40.160 Ground Mounted Utility Boxes: 

B. Compliance with Regulations Required: All ground mounted utility boxes shall be 
subject to the following regulations unless exempted within section 21A.02.050, "Applicability", 
of this title or where limited by other provisions of this title. 

c. Definition: "Ground mounted utility boxes" shall mean such facilities, including 
pedestals, boxes, vaults, cabinets, meters or other ground mounted facilities and associated 
eguipment used for the transmission or operation of underground public utilities. 
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D. Allowed Use: Ground mounted utility boxes proposed as follows, shall be allowed in all 
zoning districts. 

1. Subterranean utility boxes located entirely on private property. 
2. Utility boxes located entirely within an enclosed building or structure. 
3. Ground mounted equipment required to serve a single commercial customer located 

behind minimum setback or within 5 feet of a building. 
4. Utility boxes for essential public uses such as traffic control boxes, installed by or with 

permission of Salt Lake City Corporation. 
5. Ground mounted utility boxes located within the front-line public utility easement or on 

private property within a private easement which is mutually acceptable to both the 
property owner and the utility. The equipment shall not be located within 2 feet of the 
sidewalk. 

E. Conditional Use: Conditional use review is required for all ground mounted utility 
boxes not specifically addressed in sections D of this chapter. Applications shall be reviewed 
administratively by the Planning Director or an assigned designee subject to the following 
criteria. 

1. Location: Utility boxes shall be located and designed to reduce its visual and 
environmental impacts on the surrounding properties. 

2. Spacing: Utility boxes shall be spaced in such a manner as to limit the visual and 
environmental impact of the boxes on neighboring properties. The Planning Director 
may limit the number of boxes allowed on a specific site to meet this standard. 

3. Setbacks: The Planning Director may modify the setback of the utility box to reduce 
the visual and environmental impact of the box when viewed from the street or an 
adjacent property. The setback variation will be a function of the site constraints, the 
size of the proposed box and the setbacks of adjacent properties and structures. 

4. Screening: To the greatest extent possible, utility boxes shall be screened from 
view of adjacent properties and City rights-of-way. Utility boxes and their associated 
screening shall be integral to the design of the primarv building on site and address 
crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) principles by maintaining 
solid or opaque screening materials. 

5. Design: Utility box design shall reflect the urban character and pedestrian 
orientation of the area where it is located. 

6. View: The location shall not block views within sight distance angles of sidewalks, 
driveways and intersections, or hinder pedestrian or vehicular circulation on the site. 

7. Certificate of Appropriateness: Any ground mounted utility box located within an 
area subject to section 21A.34.020, "H Historic Preservation Overlay District", of this 
title shall require certificate of appropriateness review and approval with respect to 
location and screening materials. 
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Attachment B 
Summary Notes from ZAP Task Force Meeting 
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2009 Zoning Text Amendment Project 

August 10, 2009 

Task Force Meeting 

Members Present 
Alene Bentley; Cindy Cromer; Sydney Fonnesbeck; Barbara Green; Jerry Green; Esther Hunter; Bruce 
Jensen; Jeremy King; Bill Nighswonger; Helen Peters; Vasilios Priskos; Dave Richards; Lon 
Richardson; Steven Rosenberg; Judi Short; Grace Sperry; Ray Whitchurch 

Staff Present 
Wi If Sommerkorn, Planning Director; Cheri Coffey, Planning Manager; Ray Milliner, Principal Planner; 
Mike Akerlow, Economic Development Division 

Review of Summary Notes 
Staff clarified that the underlined verbiage in the notes that were handed out in the meeting represent 
comments that were submitted to staff, from Task Force members, clarifying what they said at the July 
13, 2009 meeting. 

There was a request to clarify the notes relating to density and the proposed planned development 
regulations. Staff agreed to make the changes. 

General Discussion on ZAP Process 
There was a request for staff to notify the Task Force members of what issues staff agreed to and 
therefore, incorporated into the final recommendation of the various ZAP petitions. Staff agreed that the 
staff reports can be written to better identify the input from the Task Force and how staff addresses the 
issues raised by the Task Force. Staff also agreed to send Task Force members a website link to the 
staff reports once they are posted for the various ZAP petitions. 

There was a request for staff to speak up in the Task Force meetings to let the Task Force members 
know when a suggestion is or is not feasible. 

The Planning Director was asked to clarify whether the proposed amendments to address non
conforming medical clinics would be presented to the ZAP Task Force. Mr. Sommerkorn responded 
that the Planning Staff will need to think about how to deal with that issue, which is a separate issue 
from the Zoning Amendment Project issues because it is very specific to one geographic area. 
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Discussion relating to proposed amendments to Utility Box Regulations 

Bruce Jensen, of Rocky Mountain Power company described the typical box construction use and 
location. 

He was asked why Rocky Mountain Power was not eager to install underground power. He responded 
that the cost to put the utilities underground is 3-6 times more expensive to install and maintain. There 
are safety issues and issues relating to ease of finding the underground boxes in the snow (takes time and 
money). 

In certain zones, the City requires or encourages buildings built to the street. In these instances, where 
do you put the utility box? The cable and conduit do not bend and sometimes there is no other place 
than the right-of-way. 

It was suggested to have the developer and Rocky Mountain Power meet early in the process so the 
utility box can be located in the proper location on site (preplan). 

Do we need to tweak walkable regulations to identify how to locate boxes? 

Is there a way to require the boxes to be located on the site plan earlier? 

The current rules encourage overhead wires -you have to get a conditional use for a utility box that 
places the lines underground 

The developer hasn't the knowledge early on about power. 

Support allowing boxes as a permitted use in buildable area. 

It would be good to have the guidelines from RMP so that developers know how to deal with switching 
boxes (size etc). 

Maintenance of the equipment requires an eight foot long fiberglass stick so we must account for that in 
locating boxes. 

The greater the open area around the equipment, the more opportunity to dissipate heat. 

DSL Qwest boxes, location is more flexible on private property. 

To avoid graffiti put in back yard of owner property 

Location issue - if put it on a narrow roadway then the maintenance truck blocks the road. 

The pre meeting is a good idea. Give Qwest ideas early on and they can look for alternatives. 

There are some places in building areas that are better than others (put in rear - not next to the residence 
neighbor on the side). 

Putting in the back lot creates significant issues to maintain (dogs, fences, sheds, landscaping) 
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Develop a hierarchy for placement of the utility boxes. Create a preference of where they should go 
(such as adjacent to alleys in rear yards, etc) and if they can't be located in the first preference, then go 
to the next preference for locating the box. 

How do you deal with an easement for these when you have a retaining wall? 

What are appropriate screening options, such as landscaping, art! graphic wrap and pain color, and who 
maintains the screening? 

If upgrade to an overhead facility is necessary would you upgrade or put it underground? Upgrade 
overhead. 

Can we get a creative design of utility boxes like telecommunication boxes? 
Rocky Mountain Power is somewhat limited on how creative they can be. They have to ensure the heat 
is dissipated and wraps or screening may trap the heat. 

• Design fake rocks so they disperse heat 

• Wraps act like insulation and hold the heat in. 

• Wrap in mirrors. 

If want power lines buried, why make it harder to put underground than overhead? Use public right of 
way 

Rocky Mountain Power typically has one electric transformer to serve approximately 4-6 homes or one 
business 

The cost for placing lines underground is passed on to consumer 

The community needs to determine the cost of requiring them underground and if it is willing to pay the 
expense for doing so. 

Downtown - are there already vaults where they can be placed? City and County Building has six boxes 
clustered together. Consider that first. 

The cost of development vs. the cost of utilities has to be looked at. If the development is millions of 
dollars, then $50,000 is not a big deal. If the cost of the development is $500,000 then $50,000 is a big 
expense in the project. 

The streets downtown are full of utilities, vaults etc 

If not allowed in public right of way, then all existing utility boxes are considered non complying. They 
can continue but expansion rules are changing. 

Public input should be allowed on City boxes (traffic boxes etc). They can interfere with abutting 
property owners such as blocking the doors to businesses. 
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Attachment C: 
Letter from Sugar House Community CouncillPublic Comments 
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I am sorry I am unable to attend the Planning Commission meeting tonight. I have some concerns about 
the changes to the utility boxes provision of the ordinance. 

If Qwest was always a good neighbor, the staff recommendations would be easy to accept. As far as I 
can tell, very few boxes would not be required to be reviewed, the vast majority would be just over the 
counter permits. The last one approved in our council district required considerable discussion and 
meetings with the neighbors, because the site selected by Qwest was poor, and moving the box across 
the street was a much safer location. If the new ordinance was in place, that box would be in the wrong 
place and a continual problem. 

Every person I know who has a utility box in the parkway in front of their house or on their block, 
always bends my ear about the concerns they have because the boxes are a problem. Every time the 
trucks are there and men are working, they park on the grass, the trucks idle, they leave debris of pop 
cans, paper and wire all over the ground, and sometimes even block the crosswalks. The boxes are 
covered with graffiti, and it takes a number of phone calls to get that painted out, and then the color 
doesn't match. Wouldn't you think they could make all their boxes the exact same color, and then stock 
cans of paint that matched? A patchwork of colors on a box is an eyesore. 

To allow no community input means that we have boxes installed, then discover they are a big problem, 
but there is never any remedy. Do you really think they will move a box once it is installed? 

If you are going to limit the review to Planning Director approval at the very least you should require 
some signatures from neighbors on the street involved. Not just the person whose house is behind the 
proposed box, but those within a certain number of feet. Maybe there should be a designated person on 
the planning staff who becomes an expert, who works with Qwest to determine the best site, rather than 
always reacting to the Qwest proposal, the planner could be proactive, looking out for the interests of the 
citizen. the suggestions given by the ZAP committee could be a template for a checklist the planner 
would use when reviewing a project. 

Qwest should enter into some sort of an agreement with Salt Lake City about the maintenance of these 
boxes, including, but not limited to, cleaning up the site after each worker does any work on the boxes, 
post a phone number to call to have graffiti removed within a day, post a phone number where a citizen 
can call wth complaints or issues about the boxes. 

And, this is a very good reason why we should not vacate any more alleys in the city. The alleys 
become a good place to locate this equipment, out of the public view and up on the telephone poles. 

Judi Short 
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Ray, 
This is a real pet peeve of mine, and if anyone were to put a box on public property near my house I would jump at the 
chance to test the legality of that in the courts. See my note to Council Simonsom. We should 'not' 
be accommodating these boxes and we especially should 'not* be streamlining their installation. The companies that 
use them should be slowly but surely forced to upgrade their technology to make them unnecessary, or at least fewer. 
Thanks, 
Scott Kisling 
2409 Lynwood Drive 

From: Scott Kisling <scott.kisling@comcast.net> 
Date: October 29,2009 11 :46:59 AM MDT 
To: Soren Simonsen <soren.simonsen@slcgov.com> 
Cc: Carlson Philip <PhilipCarlsonSHCC@StoryCupboard.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Administrative Hearing for Qwest 

Dear Councilman Simonsen, 
I hate these ugly and damage-prone boxes that are currently used for DSL to operate at greater distances 
from their central office and at higher frequencies. I would like to put pressure on companies that install 
them so they improve their technology so as to require fewer ofthem. They are usually located on the 
public right of way, though I doubt the City gets any revenue from them, though the City should as 
further enticement to improve the technology. When located on private property the property owner is 
compensated. Homeowners in proximity of the boxes are unfairly singled out when the market imposes 
a lower value on their property because of the nearby boxes. This is essentially an forced private 
subsidy of a corporation. 

Many years ago the Sugar House Community Council, and others, successfully pushed the Planning 
Commission to become more restrictive on mobile phone antennas, requiring the antennas to be 
designed to lessen their visual impact by both better placement and colorization. Unfortunately, as 
Commissioners have changed, so has that attention. We once again have very visible and poorly 
integrated mobile phone antennas, often on buildings such as the Redman Building, that exemplified 
good antenna integration in the past. 

We need to consider what we are doing to the desirability and value of our neighborhoods in the course 
of our race for improved connectivity. 
Thanks for listening. 
Scott 
2409 Lynwood Drive 
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SALT LAKE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
In Room 326 of the City & County Building 
451 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 

VVednesday,October28,2009 

Present for the Planning Commission meeting were Vice Chair Frank Algarin, and Commissioners Tim 
Chambless, Angela Dean, Michael Fife, Michael Gallegos, Kathleen Hill, Susie McHugh, Matthew Wirthlin, 
and Mary Woodhead. Chair Babs De Lay and Commissioner Prescott Muir were excused. 

A field trip was held prior to the meeting. Planning Commissioners present were: Frank Algarin, Tim 
Chambless, Angela Dean, Michael Fife, Matthew Wirthlin, and Mary Woodhead. Staff members present were: 
Joel Paterson, Bill Peperone, and Ray Milliner. 

A roll is being kept of all who attended the Planning Commission Meeting. Acting Chair Algarin called the 
meeting to order at 5:45 p.m. Audio recordings of the Planning Commission meetings are retained in the 
Planning Office for an indefinite period of time. Planning staff members present at the meeting were: Wilford 
Sommerkorn, Planning Director, Pat Comarell, Assistant Planning Director; Joel Paterson, Programs Manager; 
Bill Peperone, Principal Planner; Ray Milliner, Principal Planner; Paul Nielson, City Attorney; and Angela 
Hasenberg, Senior Secretary. 

Work session 

Clarion & Associates discussed Phase 1 of the proposed sustainability zoning text amendments, including 
proposals for accessory dwelling units, alternative energy equipment, etc. 

5:52:09 PM Approval of the minutes from VVednesday October 14, 2009 

Commissioner Gallegos made a motion to approve the October 14, 2009 minutes with noted changes. 
Commissioner Wirthlin seconded the motion. All in favor voted, "Aye". Commissioner Dean abstained. 
The minutes were approved. 

5:52:33 PM Report of the Chair and Vice Chair 

Acting Chair Algarin stated there was no business to report. 

5:5):57 PM Report of the Director 

Update on North Temple Boulevard Design Elements. 

Ms. Comarell stated the third workshop regarding the North Temple Boulevard project would be held <in 
October 29. She stated it would deal more with land use as opposed to design elements. Planning staff, as well as 
the consultants, had met with stakeholders around the different TRAX station sights to suggest what they liked 
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South Temple. The request includes land between the front of the building and the public sidewalk. The 
property is in the CG General Commercial Zone, in Council District One, represented by Carlton Christensen. 

Commissioner Gallegos recused himself from the meeting. 

Acting Chair Algarin recognized Bill Peperone as staff representative. 

Commissioner Chambless inquired if there would be adequate street lighting throughout this area. 

Mr. Coker stated they would like to see more, but the restraunt would be very visible and hope that as 900 West 
became more pedestrian and retail-oriented there would be some more lighting to accompany that. 

7:03:33 PM Public Hearing 

Acting Chair Algarin opened the public hearing portion of the petition. He noted there was no one present to 
speak to the petition, and closed the public hearing. 

7:03:59 PM Motion 

Commissioner Dean made a motion regarding Petition PLNPCM2009-001132, declaration of surplus 
property/partial street closure; that the Planning Commission forwards a positive recommendation to the 
City Council to approve the proposed street closure located at approximately 866 West South Temple, 
subject to the following conditions: 

1. The applicant shall obtain approval of the street closure from the City Council. 

2. The applicant shall finalize the land acquisition with the Property Management Division. 

3. The applicant shall purchase the subject property for its fair-market value. 

4. The applicant shall process a Lot Line Adjustment through the Planning Division to appropriately 
consolidate his parcel with the surplus property. 

Commissioner Chambless seconded the motion. 

Commissioners Hill, Fife, Dean, Chambless, McHugh, Wirthlin, and Woodhead voted, "Aye". The motion 
passed unanimously. 

7:05:28 PM PLNPCM2009-00902; Amendments to Regulation of Utility Boxes- a request by the City 
Council for a zoning text amendment to modify Chapter 21A.40.160, Utility Box Regulations, of the Salt Lake 
City Zoning Ordinance. The purpose of the amendments is to streamline the process of approvals, to clarify the 
intent of certain sections, and to revise the standards and factors necessary for conditional use approval. The 
proposed text amendments are city-wide. 

Acting Chair Algarin recognized Ray Milliner as staff representative. 

[6] 
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Mr. Milliner stated the City Council made amendments to utility box regulations in July 2008, and as part of this 
adoption they requested staff look at the regulations and come back after the implantation to work out other 
aspects if necessary. 

He stated the issues with the City Council's adopted changes were they adopted a routine and uncontested 
process for some of the boxes and a conditional use process for others, so some were reviewed under the purview 
of the Board of Adjustment and others under the Planning Commission. He stated staff eliminated the routine 
and uncontested section from the code and made them all fall under the purview of the Planning Commission. 

He stated staff also created five situations where a utility box would be considered an allowed use including: a 
subterranean box, a box located entirely within a structure, a ground mounted box required to serve a single 
commercial customer located behind the minimum setback or within five (5) feet of the building, boxes for 
essential public uses/traffic lights, and ground mounted equipment used for transmission or distributors to other 
locations and configured as part of a system shall be allowed within the front line public utility easement, or on 
private property within ten (J 0) feet of a private property line on a private easement. which is mutually 
acceptable to the property owner and the utility. 

He stated any other utility box would fall under a conditional use, which would originate as an administrative use 
and then be subject to the following six criteria: location, setback, screening, design, view, and certificate of 
appropriateness (in historic districts). 

Commissioner Woodhead inquired if there was a size limitation. She inquired if anything permitted Rocky 
Mountain Power from buying a residential lot and placing giant utility equipment on it without limitations. 

Mr. Milliner stated at some point it would become a substation, which would be reviewed by the Commission. 

Commissioner Woodhead inquired if there was a clear, delineated definition of both utility boxes arid 
substations. 

Mr. Milliner stated there are current definitions of both, but staff could make sure those definitions were clearer. 

Commissioner Chambless inquired if the ordinance delineated dimensions of these utility boxes. 

Mr. Milliner noted dimensions were not specified in these changes, and because of changes in the size of these 
boxes and new technology, staff decided to not include size as part of this. 

Commissioner Dean inquired if a minimum separation element or maximum number per lot could be added to 
this ordinance so one neighborhood was not overtly burdened with a large number of utility boxes. She stated 
that in addition to the design issues there was a lot of concern regarding safety and maintenance access, she 
inquired if this needed to be specifically mentioned in the ordinance. 

Mr. Milliner stated the place that would be applicable would be under criteria one, Location: Utility boxes shall 
be located and designed to reduce its visual and environmental impacts on the surrounding properties. 
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7: 17:41 PM Public Hearing 

Acting Chair Algarin opened the public hearing portion of the petition. 

The following people spoke or submitted cards in support of the petition: Alene Bentley (Rocky Mountain 
Power) stated she appreciated Mr. Sommerkorn and the Planning staff for meeting with RMP to discuss 
engineering requirements, the operational access, and the safety requirements of this equipment. She stated when 
lines were buried the utility boxes were necessary to operate that equipment. And while Qwest was able to 
provide service to a greater amount of customers with ever smaller equipment, the community's electric needs 
were increasing exponentially, especially in commercial and economic sales. Eric Isom (Qwest) stated it was 
not an easy task to find balance between customers who wanted and needed utility services, but in turn did not 
want them visible in the community. He stated condition 5 under the pennitted use review, which states: Ground 
mounted equipment used primarily for transmission or distribution to other locations and configured as part of a 
system shall be allowed within the front property line public utility easement or on private property within ten 
(10) feet of the front property line on a private easement which is mutually acceptable to both the property 
owner and the utility. The equipment shall not be located within two (2) feet of the sidewalk. He stated he met 
with planning staff this morning to talk about these conditions and for those customers who wanted to see utility 
boxes or cabinets placed further back on their property, he suggested the line that mentions the location being ten 
(10) feet of the property line be eliminated so the utility company could work with each individual property 
owner to see where they would like the utility box placed. 

The following people spoke or submitted cards in opposition to the petition: Philip Carlson (SHCC Chair) 
stated this was an issue the Sugar House community was concerned about for a number of years; there were 
many utility box proposals with different outcomes depending on the placement of the boxes. He stated the 
community wanted the utilities in the neighborhood so they were not opposed to this, but he would like the 
Community Councils to review these changes before the Commission made a decision on this. 

Mr. Sommerkorn noted for future reference, rather than notifying all 23 of the City's community councils of the 
proposed text changes individually, they were instead invited to an open house where comments were taken. 

Commissioner Wirthlin noted the Planning Commission was not the decision-making body on this; the City 
Council was, so comments could also be given to them before a decision was made. 

Sarah Carlson (1917 East 2700 South) stated she was involved with this a year and a half ago, she stated she 
had spoken with a lot of neighbors and business owners who were concerned about the uncontested use. She 
stated she had some serious concerns regarding how loose the guidelines were, and not just one particular lot that 
might become like a substation, but even the smaller boxes would be way too large and would become blight. 
She stated she would like to see more commitment by the utility companies to take care of the utility boxes they 
currently have, including graffiti, etc. before more boxes were allowed. 

Acting Chair Algarin closed the public hearing. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated the old ordinance did divide the size of the utility boxes into three tiers: small, 
medium, and large. She stated this distinction was removed from the new language and wondered if it would 
work to make A and B of the ordinance allowed uses, but make C still require some sort of conditional use 
approval. 
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Mr. Milliner stated that could be done. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated she still felt there was a conflict with the definition of ground mounted utility 
boxes, which states, ground mounted utility boxes and associated equipment that directly serve the property or 
local area in which the facility is placed, that are not primarily for transmission or distribution to other 
locations and Condition 5, which states: ground mounted utility boxes used for transmission or distribution for 
other locations. 

Commissioner Fife inquired if that should read not used. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated maybe condition 5 should be conditional, or maybe the size limitation would 
take care of that. 

Mr. Milliner stated in Condition 5 the language, used primarily for transition or distribution to other locations 
could be eliminated. 

Commissioner Wirthlin inquired if the Commission was more concerned with the size of the boxes, the location, 
or both, and were small and medium boxes typically allowed or would they also fall under the location criteria as 
well. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated they would fall under the location criteria as well, for them to be allowed uses. 
She stated when the boxes were larger than a certain size there could be problems that required review. She 
stated she was also concerned about the issue Commissioner Dean raised where someone could buy a piece of 
property and turn it into utility box central for the neighborhood, and she wondered how that could be dealt with. 

Commissioner Dean inquired if Mr. Milliner wanted specific verbiage now, or would this be brought back before 
the Commission with the suggested changes. 

Mr. Milliner stated the Commission could make a motion to continue this petition. 

7:34:47 PM Motion 

Commissioner Woodhead made a motion regarding Petition PLNPCM2009-00902, the Planning 
Commission continues, until planning staff brings back a revised recommendation. 

Commissioner Chambless 

Commissioners Hill, Fife, Dean, Chambless, McHugh, Wirthlin, and Woodhead voted, "Aye". The motion 
passed unanimously. 

The meeting adjourned at 7:36 p.m. 

This document, along with the digital recording, constitute the official minutes of the Salt Lake City 
Planning Commission held on October 28, 2009. 

Tami Hansen 
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SALT LAKE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
In Room 326 of the City & County Building 
451 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 

Wednesday, November 18,2009 

Present for the Planning Commission meeting were Chair Babs De Lay and Vice Chair Frank Algarin and 
Commissioners Tim Chambless, Angela Dean, Michael Fife, Michael Gallegos, Prescott Muir, and Mary Woodhead. 
Commissioners Susie McHugh, Matthew Wirthlin, and Kathleen Hill were excused. 

A field trip was held prior to the meeting. Planning Commissioners present were: Frank Algarin, Tim Chambless, 
Michael Fife, Michael Gallegos, and Mary Woodhead. Staff members present were: Cheri Coffey, Ray Milliner, and 
Nick Norris. 

A roll is being kept of all who attended the Planning Commission Meeting. The meeting was called to order at 5:46 
p.m. Audio recordings of the Planning Commission meetings are retained in the Planning Office for an indefinite 
period of time. Planning staff members present at the meeting were: Wilford Sommerkorn, Planning Director, Cheri 
Coffey, Programs Manager; Ray Milliner, Principal Planner; Paul Nielson, City Attorney; and Tami Hansen, Senior 
Secretary. 

Work session 

The Planning Commission heard presentations regarding the North Temple Master Plan and the Downtown Streetcar 
Project 

5:47:11 PM Approval ofthe minutes from Wednesday, October 28, 2009 

Commissioner Woodhead made a motion to approve the October 28, 2009 minutes with noted changes. 
Commissioner Fife seconded the motion. All in favor voted, "Aye". The minutes were approved. 

5 :48: 16 PM Report of the Chair and Vice Chair 

Chair De Lay stated neither she nor Vice Chair Algarin had anything to report. 

5:48: 18 PM Report of the Director 

Mr. Sommerkorn stated the City Council was moving forward on some of the petitions staff had been working on for 
the past year. He stated on November 17, the City Council approved the amendment to the mixed-use zone, to allow 
for private/social clubs with a minor modification that a security and operations plan was required to be submitted 
along with a parking management plan. 

Mr. Sommerkorn noted on December 7, from 4:00-6:00 p.m. an open house would be held regarding the streetcar 
planning effort. He noted on December 8 & 9 a workshop would also be held which Planning Commission members 
were invited to attend. 



1. All necessary building permits for these structures shall be obtained from the building department 
prior to installation of the structures. 

2. The applicant shall mark the boxes with a telephone number that residents can call to have graffiti 
removed from them. 

Commissioner Woodhead seconded the motion. 

Commissioners Gallegos, Fife, Dean, Chambless, Woodhead, and Algarin voted, "Aye". The motion passed 
unanimously. 

Chair De Lay announced a small break at 7:22 p. m. 

Chair De Lay reconvened the meeting at 7:30 p.m. 

7:30:57 PM PLNPCM2009-00902; Amendments to Regulation of Utility Boxes-a request by the City Council 
for a zoning text amendment to modify Chapter 21A.40.160, Utility Box Regulations, of the Salt Lake City Zoning 
Ordinance. The purpose of the amendments is to streamline the process of approvals, to clarify the intent of certain 
sections, and to revise the standards and factors necessary for conditional use approval. The proposed text 
amendments are city-wide. 

Chair De Lay recognized Ray Milliner as staff representative. 

Mr. Milliner stated the Commission reviewed this application in October and gave staff modifications to the proposed 
amendment. He stated those changes are reflected in this second drafts, which include limiting the size of the utility 
boxes that would be allowed. He stated there was a problem with the way the ordinance was now set up; there were 
three sizes of utility boxes currently large, medium, and small. He stated for the most part the large boxes were dealt 
with through conditional uses, as well as some of the medium boxes. He stated small utility boxes were generally 
either conditional uses or routine and uncontested. He recommended not putting the size regulation in the ordinance, 
because the definition of a utility box was sufficiently different from the definition of a substation, so there should not 
be any confusion as to the way both ofthose were processed. 

Mr. Milliner stated another suggestion from the Commission was to clean up the definitions, which was done; and 
finally to create some language regarding clustering. He stated there was some concern that there were a number of 
utility boxes clustered in one area, which was unsightly. In the conditional use criteria he included a number 2, which 
dealt with spacing that stated, utility boxes shall be spaced in such a manner as to limit the visual environmental 
impact of the boxes on neighboring properties. The Planning Director may limit the number of boxes allowed on a 
specific site to meet this standard He stated he did not include a specific number because there may be cases where'it 
would be preferred if the boxes were clustered, for instance ifthere was a location that would be less impacted. 

Chair De Lay requested Mr. Milliner address the taskforce meeting regarding these utility boxes. 

Mr. Milliner stated the taskforce meeting was held in August and a discussion was held on how to deal with the 
meters. He stated RMP representatives were part of that discussion to express their needs regarding where and how 
utility boxes were installed. He stated the business community expressed they would like these boxes as allowed uses 
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because of the potential impact to new facilities, which are built and then the owner has to wait up to eight weeks to 
get their power needs taken care of. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated she was still a little confused regarding conditional uses where it stated, conditional 
use review is required for all ground mounted utility boxes not specifically addressed in Section C of this chapter. 
She inquired if all ground mounted utility boxes are covered in Section C, what was the covered in Section E. 

Mr. Milliner apologized and stated Section E should actually be Section D. 

7:39: 17 PM Public Hearing 

Chair De Lay opened the public hearing portion of this petition. 

The following people spoke or submitted cards in opposition to the petition: Philip Carlson, Sugar House 
Community Council Chair (1917 East 2700 South) stated it was stated that from a visual standpoint these utility 
boxes were not that important, he passed around some pictures. He stated he felt there was a problem with the public 
noticing regarding the ZAP taskforce meetings and he was concerned because he did not feel the voice of the public 
was being heard through it. He stated as far as moderating there needed to be better control over the placement of 
these boxes, and he felt these changes moved further away from that goa\. He stated the Community Council 
recognized essential services were being provided. The community was concerned about graffiti and he would like to 
see the boxes screened and he would like to see stronger language to accomplish this. Judi Short (862 Harrison) 
stated there was a lot of general dissatisfaction regarding this process. She would like to see the City regulate the 
color of the boxes, so they were standardized. She stated there were still issues with the maintenance crew leaving 
behind litter and letting their trucks idle. Oilee Smith (2865 East Oakhurst Drive) would like to see the equipment 
buried underground, inquired about the estimate for the reduction of property values with these utility boxes on her 
property, and inquired about an alternate plan if the Planning Commission did not allow the above ground utility box 
installation. 

The following people spoke or submitted cards in support of the petition: Alene Bentley (RMP representative) stated 
this was an essential service. Salt Lake City's policy was to have power lines underground; however, above ground 
equipment was necessary. She stated RMP was bound by the National Electric Safety Code, which did impose certain 
safety clearance requirements and as far as screening was concerned, landscaping was great as long as it did not 
encroach on those safety requirements. She stated RMP supported these ordinance changes. 

Chair De Lay inquired how RMP would address graffiti and the litter left behind by the cleanup crews. 

Ms. Bentley stated if customers called the public service line RMP would come out and clean up an area, and they 
would also talk to their crews about clean up. She stated the color of the boxes was industry standard equipment, 
which kept the rates low. 

Commissioner Woodhead inquired ifRMP had a timeline after receiving a call, of when graffiti was taken care of. 

Ms. Bentley stated they contracted a company, The Graffiti Doctor, and they were responsible for the response time. 

Commissioner Chambless inquired ifthese cables ever separated or cracked. 
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Mr. Barker stated they usually did not break, but they could split apart from a pinhole size cut to the cable. 

Commissioner Dean inquired if there was a better design to reconfigure these boxes to downsize them so they were 
not quite so obvious. She inquired if the space inside the boxes was completely used or was the space generous to 
make sure there was enough working room. 

Ms. Barker stated when you think about technology the image of smaller and faster comes to mind, and in the power 
industry when you think what will be safer it means bigger. Voltage is based on physics and the higher the voltage 
the more space you need to keep the public and the employees safe. He stated the space is completely utilized. 

Eric Isorn; Qwest (250 Bell Plaza) stated their dilemma was providing services without having any visible equipment 
as a reminder those services were being provided. He stated he agreed with removing the 10 foot requirement because 
it gave Qwest greater flexibility when working with private property owners to try to detennine a mutually agreeable 
location for the box. He stated roughly 90 percent of current boxes placed were placed on private easements through 
these negotiations. 

Rob Vigil (Qwest Corporation) stated Qwest was constantly trying to rectify the issue of graffiti and clean up around 
their boxes. He stated there was a graffiti hotline currently and they would also work on getting contact infonnation 
regarding graffiti removal or other issues. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated in the old ordinance language it separated these boxes into small, medium, large. 
She inquired about the percentage of boxes installed that would fit into the large category. 

Mr. Isom stated it would be less than ten (10) percent at this point. 

Commissioner Woodhead inquired if these were excluded from the ordinance and placed in the conditional use 
section based on size, would that be a huge problem. 

Mr. Isom stated the attempt was to address utilities on a broader scale and to allow for technological advances. 

Mr. Vigil clarified this change was to make a clear distinction between private property with property owner approval 
and public right-of-way. He stated those in the public right-of-way still would need to go through the conditional use 
process. He stated as far as screening goes, Qwest was not opposed at all; however, when negotiating with the 
property owner the details were discussed and finalized, then when the petition went through the conditional use 
process and the Commission suggested some sort of screening, the complication was maybe the property owner did 
not want that as a part of their yard. 

Chair De Lay closed the public hearing. 

Commissioner Dean stated the biggest issue to address was probably the maintenance and upkeep of the boxes, how 
would that be enforced. 

Chair De Lay stated there was the assumption that utility providers try to be good neighbor, but it was up to the 
public to report problems in one way. She inquired how much more could be required other than the existing hotline 
and relying on neighborhoods calling in problems. 
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Mr. Sommerkom stated some type of requirement could be added in to maintain these boxes, but generally Qwest 
and RMP were trying to take care of issues that arise. 

Commissioner Chambless stated he would like to see everyone involved be more proactive rather than reactive, so 
this type of vandalism could be stopped all together, or at lease lessoned because it was an irritant for everyone. 

Commissioner Woodhead stated when these utility boxes were graffitied the utility companies were victims of that 
crime as well, so whatever efforts they could do to clean it up was appreciated and they should not be penalized. 

8: 17:36 PM Motion 

Commissioner Woodhead made a motion regarding Petition PLNPCM2009-00902, Amendments to Chapter 
21A.40.160; utility box regulations, the Planning Commission forwards a positive recommendation to the City 
Council to adopt the proposed modifications to the relevant chapter, with the correction on page 10 of the staff 
report under Conditional Use it reads, Conditional use review is required for all ground mounted utility boxes 
not specifically addressed in sections C of this chapter, it should be changed to section D of this chapter. This 
motion is based on the public hearings, and the information in the staff report. 

Commissioner Chambless seconded the motion. 

Discussion of the Motion 

Commissioner Dean inquired if Commissioner Woodhead would consider an amendment to the motion that all utility 
boxes have clearly labeled hotlines to call for problems and a no idling sticker. 

Commissioner Woodhead accepted the amendment. 

Commissioners Fife, Gallegos, Dean, Chambless, Woodhead, and Algarin voted, "Aye". The motion passed 
unanimously. 

8:20:01 PM PLNPCM2009-00174; Conditional Use Chapter Amendments-a request by Mayor Ralph Becker 
for zoning text amendment approval to modify Chapter 21A.54, Conditional Uses, of the Salt Lake City Zoning 
Ordinance. The purpose of the amendments is to bring the chapter into compliance with state code, to clarify the 
intent of certain sections, and to revise the standards and factors necessary for conditional use approval. The proposed 
text amendments are city-wide. 

Chair De Lay recognized Ray Milliner as staff representative. 

Commissioner Muir rejoined the meeting. 

8:12:21 PM Public Hearing 

The following people spoke or submitted cards in opposition to the petition: Cindy Cromer stated conditional uses 
under LUDNA were not going to work, it was an entitlement for conditional uses and once you get to that point you 
effect people's motivations to be a good neighbor. She stated once a conditional use was approved it was very 
difficult to amend or revoke that decision. She stated the direction the Planning Commission had taken with the 
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6. Open House Information 



This is not a public hearing. The intent of this Open House is to obtain public comments and input prior to 
any public hearings. Items are not heard in order, but in an open forum style. Booths will be set up to talk 
directly to the planners and applicants of each petition for the following items: 

• Petition PLNPCM2009-00346; Zoning Map Amendment-The Planning Division is reviewing a 
petition requested by Mayor Becker to amend the Salt Lake City Zoning Map for properties south of OC 
Tanner between 2000 South and 2100 South and between State Street and Main Street. The proposed Map 
amendment would change the current zoning from Business Park (BP) and Commercial Corridor (CC) to a 
Mixed Use (MU) zone. Please direct any questions to: Ray Milliner at 801.535.7645 or 
ray.milliner@slcgov.com. 

• Zoning Text Amendment-The Planning Division is reviewing a petition request to amend the Salt Lake 
City Zoning Ordinance, to amend the current requirements for utility boxes on public and private 
property. The proposed text change affects development citywide. Please direct any questions to: Ray 
Milliner at 801.535.7645 or ray.milliner@slcgov.com. 

• Zoning Text Amendment-The Planning Division is reviewing a petition request to amend Chapter 38 of 
the Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance, Non Conforming Uses and Non-Complying Lots and Structure 
regulations. The proposed text amendment is to simplify and clarify the existing regulations and to ensure 
consistency with State Law. Please direct any questions to: Kevin LoPiccolo at 801.535.6003 or 
kevin.lopiccolo@slcgov.com. 

You are invited to the public open house to be held: 

Thursday, July 16,2009 

From 4:30 to 6:00 P.M. 

FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY 

SALT LAKE CITY AND COUNTY BUILIDNG 
451 SOUTH STATE STREET 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 

Since it is very difficult for us to inform all interested parties about these items, we would appreciate you 
discussing this matter with your neighbors and informing them of the meeting. People with disabilities may make 
requests for reasonable accommodation no later than 48 hours in advance in order to attend this meeting. 
Accommodations may include: alternate formats, interpreters, and other auxiliary aids. This is an accessible 
facility. For questions, requests, or additional information, please contact the Planning Division at 535-7757; 
TDD 535-6220. 



7. Public Comment received at or after the Planning 
Commission public hearing 



Milliner, Ray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Ray-

scsarah POP account [sarah@storycupboard.com] 
Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:54 AM 
Milliner, Ray 
utlity box hearing 
Utility Boxes Staff Report for November 18 2009.pdf 

I left a message for you and realized I had neglected to give you my phone number. It is 
801-694-2477. Also, I was able to get the staff report online. 

I would like to make comments to you for tonight's meeting as I may not be able to attend. 
My main concerns and objections are still the same & I do not feel like they have been 
addressed. I see many boxes throughout the city in the public right of way as well as on 
private property that are unsightly as well as in disrepair or have graffiti on them. Qwest 
& other utility companies continue to ignore taking responsibility for their equipment. I 
would like to see that written into the zoning. At the hearing last week, 3 boxes were 
approved for the public right of way despite overwhelming evidence & the public's comments to 
the contrary. Please speak to Casey Stewart about the comments he received. At that 
hearing, Qwest continued to repeat they were not responsible for maintaining screening even 
though that was clearly stated in the petition. This attitude toward our city that is being 
littered with these boxes is very problematic for me as well as many other residents 

Please give me a call to discuss this further. 

Thank you, 
Sarah Carlson 

801-694-2477 
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Milliner, Ray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ray 

Bill Davis [Gbrovers@aol.comj 
Monday, November 16, 2009 8:50 AM 
Milliner, Ray 
comments on utility boxes 

There is a zoning amendment change in process that appears to substantially remove many 
restrictions on utility boxes from companies such as Quest, I don't think this is a good 
idea, I believe it would make more sense to continue the existing zoning ordinance and 
actually make it more restrictive especially in Historic Districts in the city, 

Best regards 
Bill Davis 
Chairperson - Ballpark Community Council (formally Peoples Freeway) Commissioner - Historic 
Landmarks Commission 
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Milliner, Ray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Scott Kisling [scott,kisling@comcast.net] 
Tuesday, November 03, 2009 11 :37 AM 
Milliner, Ray 

Cc: Carlson Philip 
Subject: Utility Box issue 

Ray, 
This is a real pet peeve of mine, and if anyone were to put a box on public property near my house I would jump at the chance 
to test the legality of that in the courts, See my note to Council Simonsom, We should *not* be accommodating these boxes 
and we especially should *not* be streamlining their installation, The companies that use them should be slowly but surely 
forced to upgrade their technology to make them unnecessary, or at least fewer, 
Thanks, 
Scott Kisling 
2409 Lynwood Drive 

From: Scott Kisling <scott.kisling@comcast.net> 
Date: October 29,2009 II :46:59 AM MDT 
To: Soren Simonsen <soren.simonsen@slcgov,com> 
Cc: Carlson Philip <PhilipCarlsonSHCC@StoryCupboard.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Administrative Hearing for Qwest 

Dear Councilman Simonsen, 
I hate these ugly and damage-prone boxes that are currently used for DSL to operate at greater distances from 
their central office and at higher frequencies. I would like to put pressure on companies that install them so 
they improve their technology so as to require fewer of them, They are usually located on the public right of 
way, though I doubt the City gets any revenue from them, though the City should as further enticement to 
improve the technology. When located on private property the property owner is compensated. Homeowners 
in proximity of the boxes are unfairly singled out when the market imposes a lower value on their property 
because of the nearby boxes, This is essentially an forced private subsidy of a corporation, 

Many years ago the Sugar House Community Council, and others, successfully pushed the Planning 
Commission to become more restrictive on mobile phone antennas, requiring the antennas to be designed to 
lessen their visual impact by both better placement and colorization. Unfortunately, as Commissioners 
have changed, so has that attention, We once again have very visible and poorly integrated mobile phone 
antennas, often on buildings such as the Redman Building, that exemplified good antenna integration in the 
past. 

We need to consider what we are doing to the desirability and value of our neighborhoods in the course of our 
race for improved connectivity. 
Thanks for listening. 
Scott 
2409 Lynwood Drive 

Begin forwarded message: 
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From: <ced@slcgov.com> 
Date: October 29, 2009 11 :20:39 AM MDT 
Subject: Administrative Hearing 

This information was sent with automated software and is not monitored for replies. ced@slcgov.com is the 
group responsible for this information. 

SALT LAKE CITY PLANNING DIVISION 
AGENDA FOR ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATION 
Thursday, Nov 12, 2009 
5:00 p.m. 
City & County Building 
451 South State Street, Room 126 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 

1. PLNPCM2009-0096I , Qwest Corporation DSL Conditional Use Qwest Corporation, represented by 
Ralph Vigil, requests conditional use approval to replace one existing utility box and install two additional 
utility boxes in the park strip of the public right-of-way adjacent to 759 East Parkway Avenue and 2400 South 
800 East. The boxes would face Parkway A venue and be approximately 4 feet tall and 3 feet wide. The 
property is located in City Council District 7, represented by Soren Simonsen (Staff contact: Casey Stewart at 
801-535-6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

2. PLNPCM2009-00962, Qwest Corporation DSL Conditional Use Qwest Corporation, represented by 
Ralph Vigil, requests conditional use approval to replace an existing utility box in the public right-of-
way adjacent to 2919 South 800. The box would face 800 East and be approximately 4 feet tall and 3 feet wide. 
The property is located in City Council District 7, represented by Soren Simonsen (Staff contact: Casey Stewart 
at 801-535-6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

3. PLNPCM2009-00967, Qwest Corporation DSL Conditional Use Qwest Corporation, represented by 
Ralph Vigil, requests conditional use approval install two additional utility boxes on private property located at 
approximately 2708 South 900 East. The boxes would face 900 East, be located behind an existing utility box, 
and be approximately 4 feet tall and 3 feet wide. The property is located in City Council District 7, represented 
by Soren Simonsen (Staff contact: Casey Stewart at 801-535-6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

4. PLNPCM2009-00969, Qwest Corporation DSL Conditional Use Qwest Corporation, represented by 
Ralph Vigil, requests conditional use approval install two utility boxes on private property located at 
approximately 1923 East 2700 South. The boxes would face Preston Avenue, be located in the rear yard, and 
be approximately 4 feet tall and 3 feet wide. The property is located in City Council District 7, represented by 
Soren Simonsen (Staff contact: Casey Stewart at 801-535-6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

5. PLNPCM2009-01003, Qwest Corporation DSL Conditional Use Qwest Corporation, represented by 
Ralph Vigil, requests conditional use approval for the replacement of a previous utility box in the public right
of-way adjacent to 2713 South Imperial Street. The box would face Imperial Street and be approximately 4 feet 
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tall and 7 feet wide. The property is located in City Council District 7, represented by Soren Simonsen (Staff 
contact: Casey Stewart at 801-535-6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

6. PLNPCM2009-01023; Xerox Building Rooftop Antenna Conditional Use a request by The Boyer 
Company, represented by Noah Grodzin, for a conditional use to place wireless communication antennas and 
associated equipment on the roof of the existing building located at approximately 675 East 500 South. The 
subject property is located in a CS zoning district (Community Shopping) in Council District 4, represented by 
Luke Garrott. (Staff contact: Casey Stewart at 801-535-6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

7. PLNPCM2009-01160, Ruths Chris Steak House Conditional Use a request by West Broadway Investors, 
LLC for a conditional use relating to minimum building height and minimum first floor glass requirements in 
the D-l zoning district. The addition would be for a kitchen as part of converting the use of the building from a 
bank to a restaurant and offices. The subject site is located at approximately 80 West 300 South. The subject 
property is located in Council District 4, represented by Luke Garrott. (Staff contact: Casey Stewart at 801-535-
6260 or casey.stewart@slcgov.com). 

8. PLNPCM2009-01180: Poplar Street Pub Outdoor Dining a request by Alvie and Chris Carter for a 
conditional use permit to allow an expansion of outdoor dining in conjunction with the Poplar Street Pub, 
located at 242 South 200 West, Downtown WarehouselResidential District (D-3). (Staff contact: Kevin 
LoPiccolo, 801 535-6003, kevin.lopiccolo@slcgov.com) 

9. PLNPCM2009-0ll23 Telecommunication Equipment on an Existing Tower - A request by Noah Grodzin 
for a Conditional Use to install new telecommunication equipment on an existing tower at approximately 4705 
W. Amelia Earhart Drive. The subject property is located in the M-I (Light Manufacturing) zoning district in 
City Council District I, represented by Carlton Christensen. (Staff contact: Katia Pace at 801-535-6354 
or katia.pace@slcgov.com) 

• PLNBOA2009-01 018 Conditional Use for Telecommunication Equipment - A request by Noah 
Grodzin for installation of telecommunication equipment to be on an existing tower located at approximately 
4970 West 2100 South. The subject property is located in the M-I Light Manufacturing zoning district and is 
within Council District 2, represented by Van Turner. (Staff contact: Tom Barlow at (801) 535-6050 
or tom. barlow@slcgov.com ) 

People with disabilities may make requests for reasonable accommodation no later than 48 hours in advance in 
order to attend the meeting. Accommodations may include alternate formats, interpreters and other auxiliary 
aids. This is an accessible facility. For questions, requests or additional information, please contact the office 
of the Board of Adjustment at 535-7741; TDD 535-6220. 

Visit the Planning Division website at for copies of Administrative Hearings, agendas, staff reports and minutes. 
Staff Reports will be posted the Wednesday prior to the meeting and minutes will be posted two days after they 

are ratified, which usually occurs at the next regularly scheduled meeting of Administrative Hearings. The 
Notice of Decision will be posted on the Planning Division webpage the following day of the meeting. 
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Milliner, Ray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Judi Short UudLshort@gmail.comj 
Wednesday, October 28,20095:17 PM 
Milliner, Ray 
Coffey, Cheri 
Utility Boxes 

I am sorry I am unable to attend the Planning Commission meeting tonite. I have some concerns about the 
changes to the utility boxes provision of the ordinance. 

If Qwest was always a good neighbor, the staff recommendations would be easy to accept. As far as I can tell, 
very few boxes would not be required to be reviewed, the vast majority would be just over the counter permits. 
The last one approved in our council district required considerable discussion and meetings with the neighbors, 
because the site selected by Qwest was poor, and moving the box across the street was a much safer location. If 
the new ordinance was in place, that box would be in the wrong place and a continual problem. 

Every person I know who has a utility box in the parkway in front of their house or on their block, always bends 
my ear about the concerns they have because the boxes are a problem. Every time the trucks are there and men 
are working, they park on the grass, the trucks idle, they leave debris of pop cans, paper and wire all over the 
ground, and sometimes even block the crosswalks. The boxes are covered with graffiti, and it takes a number of 
phone calls to get that painted out, and then the color doesn't match. Wouldn't you think they could make all 
their boxes the exact same color, and tJ'ten stock cans of paint that matched? A patchwork of colors on a box is 
an eyesore. 

To allow no community input means that we have boxes installed, then discover they are a big problem, but 
there is never any remedy. Do you really think they will move a box once it is installed? 

If you are going to limit the review to Planning Director approval at the very least you should require some 
signatures from neighbors on the street involved. Not just the person whose house is behind the proposed box, 
but those within a certain number of feet. Maybe there should be a designated person on the planning staff who 
becomes an expert, who works with Qwest to determine the best site, rather than always reacting to the Qwest 
proposal, the planner could be proactive, looking out for the interests of the citizen. the suggestions given by 
the ZAP committee could be a template for a checklist the planner would use when reviewing a project. 

Qwest should enter into some sort of an agreement with Salt Lake City about the maintenance of these boxes, 
including, but not limited to, cleaning up the site after each worker does any work on the boxes, post a phone 
number to call to have graffiti removed within a day, post a phone number where a citizen can call wth 
complaints or issues about the boxes. 

And, this is a very good reason why we should not vacate any more alleys in the city. The alleys become a 
good place to locate this equipment, out ofthe public view and up on the telephone poles. 

Judi Short 
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Milliner, Ray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Ray Milliner, 

Nathan Tyler [nathancs@gbesco.com] 
Thursday, October 08, 2009 12:49 PM 
Milliner, Ray 
Re: SLC Planning Division Agenda 

Thank you for the drawing. Assuming it is nearly to scale, which it appears to be a rough scale, those 
boxes would not interfere at all with my driving. And, really would not make any difference to anyone I might 
sell my house to later. 

I can see how the 512 S. 900 W. property owner may be concerned still, a garage would need go in the 
back which depending on position and size of the garage, the driveway length, and size (esp width) of vehicle (I 
am not sure ifhe is the one that drives the hummer), I could see the person having difficulty getting into and out 
of a garage back there. However, if the boxes go in before the garage, the garage could be placed in a more 
maneuverable position I should think. That spot as drawn right now does not appear to get in the way of any 
vehicles that I have noticed. I am pretty sure it is just weeds right there. 

If the current property owner does continue to have concerns, Qwest could consider the mound on my 
property, just across the alley and a few feet south. The pad is about 6' by 8' looks like it was once a raised 
garden box ... However, there is always things to consider, and I just had a thought of problems with the tree 
roots. So their current position may be better for Qwest. But, if things don't pan out in the meetings with the 
current plans, please let Qwest know about the other option I mentioned. 

Anyway, I will be anxiously awaiting the boxes, hoping they are fiber. Fiber that close to my home would 
be very good indeed. Even if they are something else such as plain old DSL, phone, or a wired TV service, I 
wouldn't complain about those either. I don't want to get in the way of their business, and I don't mind them "in 
my back yard" as some people might. I just didn't want to worry about running into them with my car. I could 
certainly make use of a fiber internet connection though. 

Thank you for your help, 

Nathan Tyler 

Milliner, Ray wrote: 
Hello Mr. Tyler 

Attached is the site plan. Please let me know if you have trouble downloading it or if you have concerns etc. 

Thanks 
Ray Milliner 
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Milliner. Ray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hello Ray, 

Thank you for writing back! 

AGBSperry@aol.com 
Tuesday, July 07, 20097:13 PM 
Milliner, Ray 
Isellre111@aol.com 
Re: What is being amended re: utility boxes 

My main complaint has always been the constant vandalism of the boxes. They become attractive nuisances for a specific 
section of the population and thus become a detraction to neighborhoods and create a run-down appearance along the 
streets. 

My secondary complaint (although I know that it raises the costs of utilities) is that when an addition has to be made, 
instead of removing the prior box and putting in a bigger one containing all the utility wires, the utilities just line up boxes 
of different sizes and sometimes even different colors, all of which are then grist for the graffiti criminals. 

I also wonder if possible the solution would be to provide in one area per neighborhood a small amount of land where all 
boxes would be or as you mentioned, underground boxes. 

Someone, when I was the chair of the Sugar House Community Council, and petitions were presented, asked why the 
utility companies couldn't design long narrow boxes attached to power poles or telephone poles instead of putting the 
boxes on the ground. 

These are my thoughts. 

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss them. 

Sincerely, 

Grace Sperry 
Forest Dale Trustee for the Sugar House Community Council and 
Former Chair of the Land Use & Zoning Committee and 
Former Chair of the Sugar House Community Council. 

In a message dated 7/6/2009 10:16:09 A.M. Mountain Standard Time, Ray.Milliner@slcgov.comwrites: 

Hello Ms. Sperry: 

The changes proposed to the utility box ordinance are substantial. Here is a summary. 

1. Allow boxes located within an enclosed building, underground or within 5 feet of a building. 

2. Prohibit boxes in the public right-of-way in all zones but manufacturing. 

3. All other boxes would be conditional uses subject to 6 criteria, generally relating to location and design. 
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These are the basics. I will have a full document at the open house next week. Please provide any comments 
you have, as these boxes seem to be especially controversial in your neighborhood. 

Thanks, and have a great day. 

Ray 

From: AGBSperry@aol.com [mailto:AGBSperry@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 03, 2009 7:23 PM 
To: Milliner, Ray 
Subject: What is being amended re: utility boxes 

Thanks, 

Grace Sperry 

Make your summer sizzle with fast and easy recipes for the grill. 

Looking for love this summer? Find it now on AOL Personals. 
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8. Original Petition 



Community & Economic Development 
Office of the Director 

To: File 

From: Cheri Coffey, Planning Manager 

Date: August 6,2009 

Re: PLNPCM2009-00902. 2009 ZAP Project- Revisions to provisions of the 
Zoning Ordinance relating to Utility Box and Structure Regulations 

In July of2008, the City Council adopted amendments to Section 21A.40.160, redefining the 
regulations for the placement of a ground mounted utility box on both private and public property. 
These regulations included design criteria, and requirements for processing them. As part of the 
approval, the Council directed staff to further refine the regulations, and return with suggested 
improvements as a second phase. Staff is now presenting an updated version of the regulations for 
reVIew. 
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Remarks: 
Petition No: PLNPCM2009·00902 

By: Salt Lake City Planning Division 

Amendment to Zoning Ordinance - Utility Box and 
Structure Regulations 

Date Filed: 08/06/2009 

Address: Citywide 
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